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The world’s ice sheets store enough water to raise global eustatic sea level by several tens of meters, and therefore, any fluctuations in their size will cause sea level to rise or fall. The net mass exchanged with the ocean – defined as the mass balance – determines the glacial contribution to sea level and is the difference in snow accumulated in the interior and ice discharged into the ocean at the ice sheet periphery. While new techniques in remotely acquired surface velocities lead to improved discharge measurements, snow accumulation remains unmeasured over much of the ice sheet.

This work aims to improve our understanding of snow accumulation over two of the most rapidly evolving glaciers in Antarctica: Pine Island and Thwaites. Specifically, we use two airborne radar systems to image and track the near-surface internal stratigraphy to measure snow accumulation rates over both glaciers. This method allows for investigation of the spatial and temporal variations in accumulation at the catchment-scale, which is essential for determining glacier mass balance.

Examination of the radar-derived accumulation rates over Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers revealed several results including: (1) accumulation exhibited no significant trend
between 1980 and 2009, (2) the sea-level contribution from Pine Island and Thwaites tripled from +0.09 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the mid-1990s to +0.27 mm yr\(^{-1}\) by 2010, (3) a shift towards higher accumulation occurred between 1944–1984 and 1985–2009, observed in both ice core and radar records, and (4) atmospheric models are an adequate replacement for accumulation measurements in areas with few observations.

These findings indicate that accumulation is not concurrently compensating the enhanced ice discharge from the region, and as a result, the sea-level contribution from these glaciers is increasing. Furthermore, a recent shift towards higher mean accumulation suggests these glaciers might have been out of balance earlier than originally thought.
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to Ice-Sheet Snow Accumulation and Mass Balance

The Antarctic Ice Sheets gain ice mass every year through snowfall in the cold interior and primarily lose mass by ice flow into the ocean along the periphery. If these mass exchanges do not equal one another, the ice sheet will grow or shrink in response. Because the mass is ultimately exchanged with the ocean, the ice mass imbalance – whether negative or positive – is not only a metric for glacier health but also the determinant of the ice-sheet contribution to sea-level change. While the contribution from mountain glaciers is expected to dominate over the next century [Meier et al., 2007], the contribution from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets remains a large source of uncertainty in future sea-level projections [Alley et al., 2005]. Therefore, measurements of the ice-sheet mass exchanges will not only improve our understanding of the current glacial contribution to sea-level rise but also provide insight into the controlling mechanisms of ice loss, which will improve future projections.

1.1 The mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet

At the regional scale, ice-sheet mass exchanges at the surface include snowfall and its redistribution by the wind, meltwater runoff, sublimation and vapor deposition [Vaughan et al., 1999]. While surface melt is a substantial component of the surface mass balance of the Greenland Ice Sheet, in Antarctica, where even summer temperatures do not rise above freezing [Comiso, 2000], melt is a minor component. Furthermore, most melt refreezes nearby and as a result, does not influence the Antarctic mass balance [Liston and Winther,
2005]. Measuring each exchange would prove quite difficult, however, the net surface accumulation, defined as the combination of all surface exchanges, is more easily measured. Another component of the glacier mass balance is ice loss resulting from ice flow into the ocean, which is the primary process by which mass is lost to the ocean from the Antarctic Ice Sheet [Rignot and Thomas, 2002]. The ice entering the ocean might become part of a floating ice shelf, but once buoyant, the ice has contributed to sea-level rise and is considered here as mass lost. Therefore, the mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet is measured by the difference in mass gain through accumulation in the interior and mass loss through ice discharge to the ocean. If the ice sheet is out of balance, it will grow or shrink accordingly, resulting in either sea-level fall or rise.

1.2 Measuring ice-sheet mass balance

There are essentially three methods to determine ice-sheet mass balance. Direct measurements of mass input and output make up the mass-budget method. The mass balance can also be inferred indirectly from measurements of surface elevation and gravity changes. The mass-budget method, also known as the flux-gate or input-output method, relies on measurements of the mass input through snow accumulation and the mass output by discharge into the ocean. Accumulation is derived from ice-core measurements [Rignot and Thomas, 2002] and more recently from climate models [Rignot et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2011; Shepherd et al., 2012] while ice discharge is measured by combining surface velocity and ice thickness at or near the grounding line. Measurements of surface elevation change reflect volume change once the fluctuations in basal elevation, mainly resulting from isostatic rebound, and the accumulation rate are considered [Wingham et al., 2006; Shepherd and Wingham, 2007; Pritchard et al., 2009; Shepherd et al., 2012]. Finally, ice volume
change has been assessed by evaluating changes in gravitational attraction [Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Ramillien et al., 2006; Velicogna, 2009; Rignot et al., 2011], however, the mass change due to crustal rebound must be removed from the observed total mass change. While determining mass change through interpretation of surface elevation or gravity changes can be done remotely over majority of the ice sheet, the only direct method to assess ice-sheet mass balance is through measurements of mass input and output (the mass-budget method).

One considerable weakness of the mass-budget method is the difficulty in estimating mass exchanges over the entire ice sheet. Calculating surface velocities using interferometry [Rignot, 2001; Joughin, 2002], however, has greatly improved our ability to determine ice loss to the ocean [Rignot et al., 2008]. On the other hand, measuring the total snow accumulation over the entire ice sheet remains difficult, mainly because it is highly variable in space and time. Accumulation measured from ice-core analysis [Kaspari et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2008; Banta et al., 2008] provides an excellent record of the temporal variability yet only at a single location. Stake-farm measurements provide a clearer picture of the spatial variability in accumulation [Frezzotti et al., 2005; Kameda et al., 2008], but they are difficult to recover on a year-to-year basis and are not a feasible method at the ice-sheet scale. Radar-derived accumulation measurements [Rotschky et al., 2004; Spikes et al., 2004; Urbini et al., 2008] show potential for mass balance studies because they generate spatially and temporally variable measurements along the survey tracks with minimal interpretation.
1.3 Catchment mass balance using the mass-budget method

Using the mass-budget method, we can evaluate the mass balance of individual catchment areas within an ice sheet to investigate regional contributors to sea-level change. The catchment delimits the drainage area for a given ice stream. Thus, the catchment mass balance is the difference between the total snow accumulation within the drainage area and the ice stream discharge to the ocean [Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002; Rignot, 2008]. Particular to this work, we focus on two ice streams: Pine Island and Thwaites. We refer to the ice streams and their respective catchment areas as Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers.

1.4 The Amundsen Coast glaciers

The Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers, located along the Amundsen Coast of West Antarctica, are experiencing substantial mass loss and likely are the two largest contributors to sea-level rise from Antarctica [Rignot et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2012]. Here, we briefly summarize the results from previous studies investigating mass input and output from this region.

1.4.1 Ice discharge

Early velocity and surface elevation observations from the main trunk of Pine Island glacier indicated the glacier was retreating and thinning during the mid- to late-90s, increasing the glacier’s total discharge to the ocean [Rignot, 1998; Shepherd et al., 2001]. Subsequently, Joughin et al. [2003] found two intervals of glacier acceleration, 1974 to 1987 and 1994 to 2000, separated by an interval of stagnation. More recently, Wingham et al. [2009] discovered that the glacier thinning has accelerated and spread further inland between 1995 and 2006. Discharge from Thwaites glacier has increased recently due to a widening,
rather than acceleration, of the fast-slowing trunk [Rignot et al., 2002]. Thinning rates from the mid-90s [Rignot, 2001] had accelerated by the early 2000s [Thomas et al., 2004]. Finally, Rignot [2008] determined that ice discharge from Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers has increased by 75% and 36%, respectively, between 1974 and 2007. The rapid changes in glacier dynamics are the consequence of warm ocean currents melting and thus thinning buttressing ice shelves, an effect observed over much of West Antarctica [Shepherd et al., 2004; Joughin et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2012]. Based on the observed changes in dynamics, the contributions to sea-level rise from these two glaciers are most likely increasing; however, to precisely determine the actual magnitude, we must first look at changes in the snow accumulation over the same time interval.

1.4.2 Snow Accumulation

Snowfall over Pine Island and Thwaites is relatively high for Antarctic glaciers due to the intrusion of warm marine air onto the continent, attributable to winter cyclonic activity generated by a persistent low-pressure system over the Amundsen Sea [Bromwich, 1988]. The gradual coastal slopes of these glaciers allows the moisture-rich air to penetrate deeper into the interior than, for example, in East Antarctica where steep coastal slopes act as a barrier [Nicolas and Bromwich, 2011]. Accumulation measurements from this sector are relatively few with most derived from ice-core analysis. Kaspari et al. [2004] presented thirteen annually resolved accumulation records from West Antarctica and found that the three records within Pine Island and Thwaites exhibited higher recent accumulation rates (1970–2000) than the long-term average. Additional ice-core records from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) divide site, located near the Thwaites divide, indicated no significant trend in accumulation [Banta et al., 2008]. Five records from nearby shallow
cores both within Thwaites and also beyond its divide into the Ross drainage, however, all show statistically significant decreasing accumulation trends between 1975 and 2010. Therefore, records from the eastern sector of the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage area show a recent increase in accumulation, and those from the western sector show either no trend or large negative trends. While this pattern is potentially the result of a shift in low-pressure systems within the Amundsen Sea, the limited number of measurements makes any interpretation open to debate.

The spatial pattern of accumulation over these glaciers is, perhaps, just as equally uncertain as the temporal variability and trends. In order to determine the total mass input over these glaciers for mass balance assessment, understanding of the spatial variations in accumulation is crucial for accurate determination of the spatial mean [Richardson et al., 1997]. Three continent-wide accumulation climatologies, both model-derived and observation-based, provide varying catchment accumulation rates for these glaciers, ranging between 129 and 182 Gt yr\(^{-1}\) [van de Berg et al., 2005; Arthern et al., 2006; Monaghan et al., 2006]. Atmospheric model outputs are increasingly being used in place of measurements [Rignot et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2011], however, the skill of these products has not been rigorously tested, especially temporally, due to a lack of spatiotemporal accumulation measurements. Therefore, precise estimation of these glaciers’ sea-level contributions is not possible without additional spatiotemporal accumulation measurements.

1.5 Improving accumulation measurements

Because of recent technological advances, our understanding of Antarctic surface velocities and ice discharge has improved substantially; however, difficulty in measuring the spatiotemporal accumulation rate over an entire catchment limits our ability to determine
glacier mass balance using the mass-budget method. Uncertainty in catchment accumulation translates directly into uncertainty in mass balance. Improved spatial coverage of measurements is needed in order to accurately determine the spatial mean, which is crucial for mass balance studies. At the same time, measurements of the temporal evolution of accumulation will improve our understanding of the mass balance history of these glaciers.

In addition to improving mass-budget balance measurements, spatiotemporal accumulation measurements are important for the indirect methods: mass balance estimates from surface elevation or gravity changes must account for accumulation variability and trends.

Traditional accumulation measurements cannot reasonably cover an entire catchment area because (1) they typically sample one dimension with the near exclusion of the other and (2) they require field work to recover.

Here, we aim to improve our understanding of spatiotemporal accumulation over Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers by combining traditional measurements (i.e., ice cores) with airborne radar imaging of internal horizons. Tracking internal horizons along the radar survey paths allows us to determine the spatial variations in accumulation, while tracking multiple horizons with depth provides a look at temporal variations. The main goal of this work is to use the radar-derived accumulation rates to precisely determine the mass balance of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers. We also use the radar-derived measurements to investigate the short- and long-term changes in accumulation in order to explore the mass balance evolution. Finally, we use these new measurements to test the skill of various atmospheric models in this region, which will allow for discrimination between models based on their ability and user need.
1.6 Summary

In order to assess the glacial contribution to sea-level rise, it is important that we examine the spatial and temporal variations in snow accumulation. Of particular interest are the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers in West Antarctica, which are the largest contributors to sea-level rise from Antarctica. While recent observations indicate the ice discharge from these glaciers has increased over the past few decades, few accumulation observations make estimation of the total accumulation input and its temporal evolution difficult to assess. Here, we use new radar observations of the near-surface internal stratigraphy to improve our understanding of accumulation over these glaciers. In Chapter 2, we investigate the recent temporal variability and trend in accumulation and assess the skill of several atmospheric models over Thwaites glacier. In Chapter 3, we present a spatially complete accumulation map and combine it with measurements of ice discharge to determine the mass balance of both Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers over the past two decades. In Chapter 4, we use both ice-core records and radar-derived measurements to examine long-term accumulation changes and determine the spatial extent of the changes. Finally, Chapter 5 contains a summary of the main results from the work presented in Chapters 2-4 and a discussion of the need for future work.
Chapter 2: Recent Snow Accumulation Variability and Trend

Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of “Airborne-Radar and ice-core observations of annual snow accumulation over Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica confirm the spatiotemporal variability of global and regional atmospheric models” authored by B. Medley, I. Joughin, S.B. Das, E.J. Steig, H. Conway, S. Gogineni, A.S. Criscitiello, J.R. McConnell, B.E. Smith, M.R. van den Broeke, J.T.M. Lenaerts, D.H. Bromwich, and J.P. Nicolas as it appears in Geophysical Research Letters 2013. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.

2.1 Abstract

We use an airborne-radar method, verified with ice-core accumulation records, to determine the spatio-temporal variations of snow accumulation over Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica between 1980 and 2009. We also present a regional evaluation of modeled accumulation in Antarctica. Comparisons between radar-derived measurements and model outputs show that three global models capture the interannual variability well ($r > 0.9$), but a high-resolution regional model (RACMO2) has better absolute accuracy and captures the observed spatial variability ($r = 0.86$). Neither the measured nor modeled accumulation records over Thwaites Glacier show any trend since 1980. Although an increase in accumulation may potentially accompany the observed warming in the region, the projected trend is too small to detect over the 30-year record.

2.2 Introduction

In Antarctica, where snowmelt and runoff are small, the competing processes of mass gain through snow accumulation and loss through ice discharge to the ocean control the ice
sheet’s net mass balance and thus its contribution to sea level. Here we use accumulation interchangeably with surface mass balance (SMB), which is defined as snowfall minus sublimation and meltwater runoff and includes drifting snow processes. Basin-wide accumulation is a large source of uncertainty in regional mass loss estimates. For example, both observation- and model-based basin-wide accumulation climatologies [van de Berg et al., 2005; Monaghan et al., 2006; Arthern et al., 2006] over Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers vary from 129 to 182 Gt yr\(^{-1}\), a range that is comparable to the net mass loss [Rignot et al., 2008]. The mass balance of the Amundsen Coast region is of particular interest because recent accelerated ice discharge from Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers to the ocean makes the region one of the largest Antarctic contributors to current sea-level rise [Shepherd et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2008].

Under a warming climate, the associated increase in atmospheric moisture content is expected to increase ice-sheet snow accumulation [Genthon et al., 2009], but modeling studies [Monaghan et al., 2006; Lenaerts et al., 2012] do not show this trend, despite significant warming in West Antarctica over recent decades [Steig et al., 2009; Orsi et al., 2012; Bromwich et al., 2013]. Although ice cores provide long-term accumulation records, their sparse distribution undersamples the spatial variability. In West Antarctica, only a few high-elevation (> 1200 m asl) annually resolved ice-core accumulation records exist: several from ITASE in the early 2000s [Kaspari et al., 2004] and three cores (PIG2010, DIV2010, THW2010) recovered in 2010/11 (Figure 2.1). None are from low-elevation coastal sites where accumulation is the highest. Furthermore, substantial small-scale accumulation variability suggests that individual cores do not adequately represent regional accumulation [Banta et al., 2008].
This work uses a newly developed airborne radar system, referred to as the “snow radar” [Panzer et al., 2010; Panzer et al., 2013], with bandwidth sufficient to resolve near-surface stratigraphy continuously over hundreds of kilometers along aircraft flight paths (Figure 2.2). This radar is a frequency-modulated continuous wave system developed by the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) and flown on NASA’s Operation IceBridge campaign [Leuschen, 2010, updated 2011]. During the 2009 campaign, the system operated over the 4-6 GHz frequency range (vertical resolution ~10 cm); in 2010 and 2011, it operated over the 2-6.5 GHz frequency range (vertical resolution ~5 cm). We stacked traces to a horizontal resolution of ~55 m. The radar documentation and data are available at ftp://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/snow. The radar reflection horizons (Figure 2.2) represent contrasts in the material’s dielectric permittivity, attributed to isochronous buried sequences of hoar layers and associated ice crusts [Arcone et al., 2004, 2005a, 2005b; Spikes et al., 2004]. The roughly annual occurrence of such sequences and the fine vertical radar resolution indicate that these horizons can be dated. Using these data with a regional firn depth-density model, we derive annual accumulation records from 1980 to 2009 along each radar profile [c.f. Kanagaratnam et al., 2004] over most of the Thwaites basin (~182 Mkm$^2$).

### 2.3 Methods

Calculating spatio-temporal accumulation rates using airborne radar requires three data sets: (1) a firn depth-density profile, (2) radar-profiled isochrones, and (3) a depth-age profile to determine isochrone ages. The water-equivalent accumulation rate (m w.e. yr$^{-1}$) between two mapped isochrones (i.e., over a discrete time period) is

$$b(x) = \Delta CM \left(\frac{\Delta t \cdot \rho}{\rho_w}\right)$$

(2.1)
where $x$ is location along the flight path, $\Delta CM$ is the cumulative mass per unit area ($\text{kg m}^{-2}$) between two isochrones that differ $\Delta t$ in age, and $\rho_w$ is the density of water (1000 kg m$^{-3}$). The mapped horizons are assumed to be annual isochrones, and thus $\Delta t$ is independent of $x$ and equal to 1 year. Although we employ a single cumulative mass profile for the entire region, $\Delta CM$ varies along the flight path because the isochrones vary in depth.

2.3.1 Firn density profile

A firn depth-density profile is needed to convert radar measurements of two-way travel time $\tau$ to depth $d$ and to calculate a cumulative mass profile. Although firn densification varies with temperature and accumulation rate, here we use a single profile for the entire basin. We fit a steady state density model [Herron and Langway, 1980] to the mean of nine firn-core density profiles from the region (Figure A.1). We use a mixture model [Looyenga, 1965] to calculate the dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_d$ of the firn and calculate depth from the measured two-way travel time: $d = 0.5c\tau_{\varepsilon_d}^{-0.5}$, where $c$ is the wavespeed in a vacuum ($3 \times 10^8$ m s$^{-1}$). The $d-\tau$ profile is calculated at 1-cm intervals to account for the depth variations of density and dielectric permittivity. The cumulative mass profile is calculated by integrating the modeled density profile.

2.3.2 Snow-radar accumulation rate error estimation

The radar-derived accumulation rate error estimates account for the regional variation in the firn density profile and the uncertainty in the horizon time interval $\Delta t$ (see Appendix). The error resulting from density variation is based on the model fits to the $\pm 1\sigma$ variation in density profile from the mean (Figure A.1). We also assume an error in $\Delta t$ of $\pm 1$ month, as the time of creation of the isochrones likely varies. A digitization error of 1 radar sample is
included, equivalent to approximately 3 and 6 cm for the 2010/11 and 2009 flights, respectively. The typical accumulation rate measurement error is less than ±10%, except for the most recent years (i.e., layers near the surface) when errors approach ±15% (Figure A.2). Spatial averaging minimizes the impact of these errors and reduces the annual accumulation error to less than ±5%.

2.3.3 Ice-core analysis

Water isotope ratios and more than 30 elements and chemical species were measured at high depth resolution (~1 cm w.e.) using a continuous ice-core melter system [McConnell et al., 2002; McConnell et al., 2007; Maselli et al., 2013]. While nearly all ratios exhibit pronounced annual cycles in concentration, here we used the summer maxima in hydrogen peroxide concentration, water isotope ratios, and non-sea-salt sulfur to sodium ratio to identify consistent annual layers. Well-known volcanic horizons identified by marked increases in wintertime sulfur concentration were used to verify the annual layer counting, which indicated a dating uncertainty of < 1 year.

2.3.4 Method validation

Snow-radar horizons were dated by counting horizons assumed to be annual. To verify this assumption, we compare the snow-radar accumulation record with that from the nearly co-located (~150-m separation) PIG2010 ice core (Figure 2.3). The 30-year averages (± 1 standard deviation) of 0.424 ± 0.065 m w.e. yr⁻¹ from the core and 0.428 ± 0.055 m w.e. yr⁻¹ from the radar are indistinguishable. Annual layer thicknesses are highly correlated ($r = 0.85$), validating our assumption that the radar resolves horizons with annual resolution and indicating that the snow-radar accumulation records are consistent with the ice-core records.
All calculated correlation coefficients are statistically significant at the 99% confidence level, accounting for autocorrelation. Comparisons between individual ice-core records and the radar- and model-derived records are displayed in Figures 2.4-2.7.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Radar-derived accumulation rates

Using four radar surveys collected between 2009 and 2011 over an area of ~350 km × ~350 km, we generated 30-year accumulation records at 250-m intervals along track (Figure 2.1). The 30-year average accumulation rates vary spatially between 0.27 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) in the high-elevation interior and 0.67 m w.e yr\(^{-1}\) near the coast. The spatial mean is 0.457 ± 0.066 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) over elevations sampled ranged from 950 and 1840 m asl. Strong accumulation variability is associated with the slope-dependent effect of wind-driven snow redistribution [Arcone et al., 2005b], which is clearly visible in our data because the greatest accumulation variability corresponds with strongly varying surface slopes, as indicated by tonal variations in the basemap in Figure 2.1. Missing data along the flight paths indicate the 30-year accumulation record is incomplete (i.e., one or more of the thirty annual horizons could not be digitized). These data gaps could introduce a magnitude bias in our regional record, which is acceptable because we are not attempting to determine basin-wide accumulation and instead are interested in its variability and trend.

We created a regional accumulation record by spatially averaging all radar-derived records (Figure 2.8). Between 1980 and 2009 the average accumulation rate is 0.457 ± 0.055 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\), and the record shows no significant trend. We created two 3-core accumulation rate ensembles using our 2010/11 ice-core records and the ITASE records [Kaspari et al.,
to produce independent quasi-regional records for comparison with the snow-radar record (Figure 2.8). The ensembles have slightly lower mean accumulation rates than the snow-radar record, yet correlate significantly ($r = 0.80$; Table 2.1). This comparison with ice-core data indicates that the snow radar provides accurate accumulation estimates.

### 2.4.2 Atmospheric model validation

Model-derived snow accumulation is increasingly being used in place of observations. Our data provide an opportunity to evaluate the skill of such models at a regional scale and at annual resolution. We compared our data with three global reanalysis precipitation-minus-sublimation ($P-S$) products [Bromwich et al., 2011] of varying grid resolutions (see Table 2.1): the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts “Interim” (ERA-Interim) [Dee et al., 2011] , the NASA Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [Rienecker et al., 2011] , and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [Saha et al., 2010] . We also used SMB from the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model v.2.1 (RACMO2) [Lenaerts et al., 2012] , which is forced on its lateral boundary with the ERA-Interim reanalysis. The reanalysis $P-S$ products are nearly equivalent to SMB in this region because runoff is negligible and drifting snow processes typically amount to less than 6% of the total, based on analysis of the RACMO2 SMB components. We generated regional records of modeled accumulation (equivalent to $P-S$) by taking the average of grid cell records weighted by the percentage of snow-radar records within each cell. Figure 2.8 shows the regional snow radar and model-derived records as anomalies from their respective 1980–2009 means shown in Table 2.1. The RACMO2 30-year average accumulation rate of $0.434 \pm 0.080$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ is slightly less than the snow-radar average of $0.457 \pm 0.055$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$. The global
reanalyses have even lower averages between 0.346 ± 0.057 and 0.407 ± 0.060 m w.e. yr⁻¹. The correlation coefficients shown in Table 2.1 indicate that the global reanalyses are highly correlated temporally \((r > 0.9)\) and RACMO2 is moderately correlated \((r = 0.68)\) with the snow-radar record. The global reanalyses are moderately correlated spatially with correlation coefficients ranging between 0.68 and 0.75, whereas RACMO2 is highly correlated \((r = 0.86)\).

The agreement between the models and the snow radar indicates that the models reasonably capture the magnitude and variability of accumulation in this sector of West Antarctica, but with notable deficiencies. RACMO2 adequately reproduces the mean annual accumulation, while the global reanalyses are biased low. The interannual accumulation variability is accurately reproduced by the reanalysis products, while RACMO2 exhibits exaggerated variability; its standard deviation is nearly 50% greater than that from the snow-radar observations.

### 2.4.3 Elevation-dependent accumulation gradients

To investigate spatial accumulation distributions further, we compared the relationship between elevation and accumulation for each data set (Figure 2.9). All models underestimate accumulation at the highest elevations: modeled accumulation declines more rapidly with elevation than is observed. Although the models show a slight overestimation of accumulation below 1000 m, the radar sampling at these elevations is not sufficient to confidently interpret the differences. To quantify discrepancies, elevation-dependent accumulation gradients are approximated by a linear fit to the data in Figure 2.9 and are listed in the inset table. We find RACMO2 captures much of the spatial variability in accumulation because of its finer spatial resolution but does not perform as well above 1400
m in this region as at lower elevations. The global models adequately capture the regional-scale variability in accumulation, even with their coarser spatial resolution, but the steep accumulation gradients below 1400 m indicate that not nearly enough accumulation is reaching moderate to high elevations.

2.5 Discussion

The snow-radar record, ice-core ensembles, and atmospheric models do not show any significant trend in accumulation over Thwaites basin between 1980 and 2009 indicating that the recent increase in ice discharge from the region has not been simultaneously compensated by a comparable increase in accumulation. The trends in accumulation range between -1.5 and +2.1% per decade and are all statistically insignificant (Table 2.1). The MERRA trend of +2.1% per decade is likely inflated due to data-assimilation artifacts [Bromwich et al., 2011]. The lack of a significant trend does not necessarily rule out a relationship between rising temperatures in West Antarctica and changing snow accumulation, considering the length and interannual variance of the accumulation record. A recent model simulation of Antarctic precipitation predicts a ~2% per decade increase over the 21st century [Genthon et al., 2009]. The 2-σ sampling error associated with the short (n = 30) snow-radar record with high annual variability (σ = 12.0%) is ±4.4% (2σn^{-0.5}), indicating that a 2% per decade increase would not be detectable and cannot be ruled out. However, trend magnitudes greater than 5% per decade can be ruled out, which when compared to the ~11% per decade increase in Thwaites ice discharge [Rignot et al., 2008], confirms that the accumulation trend is not keeping pace with changes in ice dynamics.

Our results indicate that the snow radar provides a reliable annual signal over the Thwaites basin and provides high-quality accumulation rate measurements independent of
ice-core glaciochemical analysis. The high correlations between the radar- and core-derived annual accumulation records confirm our interpretation of a snow-radar annual signal, highlighting the potential of radar profiling for mass balance studies. Qualitative analysis of the radar data suggests that the snow radar is most suitable where average accumulation rates are between 0.3 to 0.6 m w.e. yr$^{-1}$. Outside these bounds, layers can still be resolved but not annually (based on data from systems operated in 2009–2011), making this method useful for estimating accumulation where independent age-depth information is available. The snow-radar method also serves as a much-needed means to improve model mass balance assessments through validation of and discrimination among the results from different models.

These radar-derived accumulation rates provide the data necessary to evaluate the temporal variability of modeled accumulation rates at a regional scale. Our results show that models of accumulation are reasonable substitutions in areas lacking measurements. Although the global models underestimate the magnitude of accumulation by as much as 24%, these models capture the interannual accumulation variability with high fidelity. The finer resolution regional model underestimates the mean accumulation by only 5% and more accurately captures the spatial accumulation variability and elevation-dependent gradient. The differences between the global and regional models are likely related to differences in observational constraints. The reanalyses are constrained with global observations, including observations within Antarctica, which help capture temporal variability in accumulation. By contrast, RACMO2 is forced by the observation-driven ERA-Interim reanalysis product far from the continent and is thus not as well constrained by observations from Antarctica, yielding greater uncertainty in temporal variation. Additional snow-radar observations in
Greenland and Antarctica through ongoing IceBridge campaigns will provide the constraints necessary for further refinement and improvement to these atmospheric models.

2.6 Conclusion

Comparison of new radar-derived observations of ice-sheet accumulation, ice-core records, and model data demonstrate that: (1) ultra-wideband microwave radars provide accurate and independent estimates of accumulation; and (2) both global and regional models reasonably account for the variability, while the global models underestimate the magnitude of accumulation in this sector of West Antarctica. We find that Thwaites Glacier has not experienced a statistically significant change in accumulation over the past three decades. Therefore, the recent increase in ice discharge from the glacier has not been balanced by a simultaneous increase in accumulation.
Figure 2.1 – Thirty-year average accumulation rates and select Operation IceBridge flight paths overlaid on a MODIS mosaic [Haran et al., 2005, updated 2006]. The inset map outlines the study area relative to a digital elevation model of Antarctica [Bamber et al., 2009]. The catchments are outlined in black. Elevation contours (m) are labeled accordingly. The ITASE cores collected between 2000 and 2001 are shown as triangles and cores collected in 2010/11 are shown as pentagons. Red circles show the major field camps.
Figure 2.2 – Sample snow radargram partly overlaid by manual horizon picks. The vertical orange line shows the location of the PIG2010 ice core. These data were collected 9 November 2011 and show the consistency of horizons over large distances. Inset shows detail in the upper ~7 m outlined in red.
Figure 2.3 – The radar- and core-derived accumulation records at the PIG2010 core site. The records are nearly co-located (~150 m separation) and are highly correlated. The 30-year averages are listed in the legend and are statistically indistinguishable. Snow radar measurement uncertainties are shown as well.
Figure 2.4 – Detailed accumulation data at the PIG2010 core site. (a) Local map showing snow radar derived accumulation rates overlaid on a DEM. The DEM is shaded in 10 m intervals. The radar and core-derived accumulation rates are color-coded in 0.01 m w.e. yr⁻¹ intervals. Ice cores are indicated by squares. Velocity vectors are placed where data were available. Black circles are 10 and 20-km buffers around the core sites. (b) Annual time series of accumulation rates from the PIG2010 core (black), the average of the radar-derived accumulation records within the 10-km buffer (orange) where error bars show ± 1 standard deviation of the records, model-derived accumulation rates from the closest grid cell (blues and red). The 1980-2001 trends are shown as dashed lines. (c) Table of time series statistics for each dataset plotted, including the annual mean (μ), standard deviation (σ), and trend slope (m), and correlation coefficients between each dataset from 1980-2001 where bold (italic) indicates significance at the 99% (95%) confidence level.
Figure 2.5 – Detailed accumulation data at the ITASE 01-3 core site. (a) Local map showing snow radar derived accumulation rates overlaid on a DEM. The DEM is shaded in 10 m intervals. The radar and core-derived accumulation rates are color-coded in 0.01 m w.e. yr⁻¹ intervals. Ice cores are indicated by squares. Velocity vectors are placed where data were available. Black circles are 10 and 20-km buffers around the core sites. (b) Annual time series of accumulation rates from the ITASE 01-3 core (black), the average of the radar-derived accumulation records within the 10-km buffer (orange) where error bars show ± 1 standard deviation of the records, model-derived accumulation rates from the closest grid cell (blues and red). The 1980-2001 trends are shown as dashed lines. (c) Table of time series statistics for each dataset plotted, including the annual mean (µ), standard deviation (σ), and trend slope (m), and correlation coefficients between each dataset from 1980-2001 where bold (italic) indicates significance at the 99% (95%) confidence level.
Figure 2.6 – Detailed accumulation data at the ITASE 01-2 core site. (a) Local map showing snow radar derived accumulation rates overlaid on a DEM. The DEM is shaded in 20 m intervals. The radar and core-derived accumulation rates are color-coded in 0.02 m w.e. yr⁻¹ intervals. Ice cores are indicated by squares. Velocity vectors are placed where data were available. Black circles are 10 and 20-km buffers around the core sites. (b) Annual time series of accumulation rates from the ITASE 01-2 core (black), the average of the radar-derived accumulation records within the 10-km buffer (orange) where error bars show ± 1 standard deviation of the records, model-derived accumulation rates from the closest grid cell (blues and red). The 1980-2001 trends are shown as dashed lines. (c) Table of time series statistics for each dataset plotted, including the annual mean (μ), standard deviation (σ), and trend slope (m), and correlation coefficients between each dataset from 1980-2001 where bold (italic) indicates significance at the 99% (95%) confidence level.
Figure 2.6 – Detailed accumulation data at the ITASE 01-1 core site. (a) Local map showing snow radar derived accumulation rates overlaid on a DEM. The DEM is shaded in 20 m intervals. The radar and core-derived accumulation rates are color-coded in 0.01 m w.e.
yr-1 intervals. Ice cores are indicated by squares. Velocity vectors are placed where data were available. Black circles are 10 and 20-km buffers around the core sites. (b) Annual time series of accumulation rates from the ITASE 01-1 core (black), the average of the radar-derived accumulation records within the 20-km buffer (orange) where error bars show ± 1 standard deviation of the records, model-derived accumulation rates from the closest grid cell (blues and red). The 1980-2001 trends are shown as dashed lines. (c) Table of time series statistics for each dataset plotted, including the annual mean (μ), standard deviation (σ), and trend slope (m), and correlation coefficients between each dataset from 1980-2001 where bold (italic) indicates significance at the 99% (95%) confidence level.
Figure 2.8 – Comparison of the accumulation rate anomalies derived from the snow radar (orange circles), the 2010/11 (green ×) and ITASE (blue-green +) core ensembles, RACMO2 (red squares), and three global reanalyses (blue triangles). The snow-radar record is the spatial average of all complete records shown in Figure 2.1 and includes 1-σ error bars. The 2010 core ensemble is the average of the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 cores, which have age uncertainties of < 1 year. The ITASE ensemble is the average of the ITASE 01-1, 01-2, and 01-3 core records, which have age uncertainties of ≤ 1 year. All anomalies were estimated by subtracting the long-term (1980–2009) mean, which are listed in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.9 – Snow-radar (orange circle), RACMO2 (red square), and reanalysis (blue triangles) accumulation rates averaged over 50-m elevation bins. Inset table contains the accumulation gradients (linear) above and below 1400 m for each data set. Accumulation rates generally decrease with increasing elevation for all data sets. RACMO2 is the most capable of reproducing the small-scale features found in the snow-radar profile. The three global reanalyses all underestimate accumulation, with potential exceptions at the lowest elevations where there is insufficient sampling.
Table 2.1 – Time Series Statistics and Spatial and Temporal Correlation Coefficients ($r$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Series Statistics</th>
<th>Snow Radar</th>
<th>RACMO2′</th>
<th>ERA-Int′</th>
<th>CFSR′</th>
<th>MERRA′</th>
<th>2010 Cores</th>
<th>ITASE Cores′</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu \pm \sigma$ (m w.e. yr$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$0.457 \pm 0.055$</td>
<td>$0.434 \pm 0.080$</td>
<td>$0.382 \pm 0.056$</td>
<td>$0.407 \pm 0.060$</td>
<td>$0.346 \pm 0.057$</td>
<td>$0.377 \pm 0.049$</td>
<td>$0.401 \pm 0.053$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$ (% per decade)</td>
<td>$-0.3 \pm 5.4%$</td>
<td>$+1.1 \pm 8.2%$</td>
<td>$-1.5 \pm 6.5%$</td>
<td>$+0.5 \pm 6.6%$</td>
<td>$+2.1 \pm 7.3%$</td>
<td>$-0.1 \pm 5.7%$</td>
<td>$-1.2 \pm 9.5%$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Snow Radar</th>
<th>RACMO2′</th>
<th>ERA-Int′</th>
<th>CFSR′</th>
<th>MERRA′</th>
<th>2010 Cores</th>
<th>ITASE Cores′</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snow Radar</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACMO2′</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA-Int′</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSR′</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRA′</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Cores</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE Cores′</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

- $^a$The mean ($\mu$), standard deviation ($\sigma$), and trend slope ($m$) with 95% confidence intervals during 1980-2009.
- $^b$Upper right italicized (lower left bolded) corner contains the spatial (temporal) correlation coefficients. All $r$ are statistically significant at the 99% confidence level.
- $^c$Model grid resolution approximated over Thwaites Glacier: 27 km (RACMO2), ~80 km (ERA-Int), ~38 km (CFSR), ~55 x 20 km (MERRA).
- $^d$ITASE Cores 01-1, 01-2, 01-3; Statistics calculated over the period of record (1980-2001).
Chapter 3: The Mass Balance of the Amundsen Sea Glaciers

Chapter 3, in full, is currently being prepared for publication as “Constraining the recent mass balance of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers, West Antarctica with airborne observations of snow accumulation” authored by B. Medley, I. Joughin, B.E. Smith, S.B. Das, E.J. Steig, H. Conway, S. Gogineni, C. Lewis, A.S. Criscitiello, J.R. McConnell, M.R. van den Broeke, J.T.M. Lenaerts, D.H. Bromwich, J.P. Nicolas, C. Leuschen. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.

3.1 Abstract

Uncertainties in mass input and output translate directly into uncertainty in glacier mass balance. While remotely sensed observations of ice velocity and thickness have improved our understanding of ice loss to the ocean, snow accumulation over large areas remains unmeasured. We show that an airborne radar system, combined with ice-core glaciochemical analysis, provide the data necessary to measure accumulation rates at the catchment-scale in the high accumulation Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica. Using the radar-derived accumulation measurements, we generated an accumulation grid capable of resolving moderate- to large-scale features (> 25 km) over the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system to assess catchment-wide accumulation. We found that accumulation equivalents from atmospheric models and gridded climatologies are often underestimated in the high elevation, low accumulation interior and are likely overestimated in the low elevation, high accumulation coastal zones. Ice discharge is measured over various time intervals between 1994 and 2012, which are combined with our catchment-wide accumulation rates, allowing us to create a recent mass balance history for the sector. While Thwaites exhibited the largest mass loss in the mid-1990s, the mass loss from Pine Island increased substantially by
2006, overtaking Thwaites as the largest contributor to sea-level rise; however, the increasing discharge trend appears to have leveled off in 2008 for both glaciers.

### 3.2 Introduction

Pine Island (PIG) and Thwaites (THW) glaciers are two of the largest Antarctic contributors to recent sea-level rise (SLR) [Rignot et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2012] and will likely continue contributing substantially over the next century [Joughin et al., 2010; Gladstone et al., 2012] . Snow accumulation and ice discharge to the ocean are the predominant sources of mass input and output in Antarctica, and their difference defines the glacier’s mass balance. While measuring these processes at the catchment-scale was once difficult, satellite observations at and around the grounding line have vastly improved estimates of ice discharge. Remotely sensed measurements of ice surface velocity over the past few decades revealed the rate of ice discharge from Pine Island and Thwaites is increasing [Rignot, 2001; Joughin et al., 2003; Rignot, 2008] , resulting in extensive thinning near their margins [Thomas et al., 2004; Pritchard et al., 2009] . This rapid dynamical change is likely the consequence of warm ocean currents melting and thus thinning buttressing ice shelves, an effect observed over much of West Antarctica [Shepherd et al., 2004; Joughin et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2012] . While our understanding of the dynamics of these glaciers has improved substantially over the past decade, snow accumulation over large areas of these glaciers has only been sparsely sampled [van den Broeke et al., 2006] .

Determining catchment-wide snow accumulation is difficult because rates vary considerably in space and time, and as a result, field measurements of accumulation typically sample one dimension with exclusion of the other. For example, ice-core records of
accumulation [e.g., Kaspari et al., 2004] capture the temporal signal but are sparsely distributed. Stake farm accumulation measurements [e.g., Frezzotti et al., 2005; Kameda et al., 2008; Agosta et al., 2012] are collected over broader areas to capture the spatial variability yet typically span only a few years. These in situ measurements also are inadequate for mass balance studies because recovery is sometimes impossible over certain regions such as highly crevassed areas. Accumulation measurements using ground-based radar systems overcome some of the disadvantages of the traditional in situ measurements; they capture the spatial variability in accumulation over discrete (i.e., annual to multi-decadal) and consistent time horizons over hundreds of kilometers [Rotschky et al., 2004; Spikes et al., 2004]. These ground-based systems, however, remain insufficient for regional studies because of inaccessibility issues.

Here, we use data from two airborne radar systems to calculate the 1985–2009 average annual accumulation over the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system along the Amundsen Coast of West Antarctica. The spatial coverage limitation that makes in situ accumulation measurements disadvantageous for regional mass balance studies is overcome by aerial survey. Using two frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar systems developed by the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS), we tracked a few near-surface horizons over hundreds of kilometers of the flight surveys. The radar-derived accumulation survey was spatially extensive, which enabled us to generate a complete map of the recent accumulation rate. Combining these basin-wide accumulation measurements with flux-gate estimates of ice discharge, we determined the recent mass balance history of the Amundsen Coast glaciers and their contribution to SLR.
3.3 Study Area

Located in West Antarctica along the Amundsen Coast, Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers cover areas of $167 \times 10^3$ km$^2$ and $176 \times 10^3$ km$^2$, which together account for nearly 3% of the grounded ice in Antarctica but ~7% of accumulation [Lenaerts et al., 2012]. While Pine Island and Thwaites are the primary interest, smaller adjacent catchments are investigated as well (Figure 3.1). Although the Crary mountains in the Thwaites catchment reach over 3500 m asl, the great majority of both catchments lie below 2300 m asl (Figure 3.2).

The Amundsen Coast glaciers receive large amounts of snowfall because their low elevation coastal slopes allow for moisture-rich cyclones to penetrate well into their interiors. Until recently, few reliable measurements of snow accumulation existed from these glaciers [van den Broeke et al., 2006]. Kaspari et al. [2004] presented several ice-core accumulation records produced by the International Trans-Antarctic Scientific Expedition (ITASE), but only four lie within the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system. Based on three of these records (one is disregarded as it is just over 20 years in length), the authors found that recent accumulation between 1970 and 2000 increased relative to the long-term average. Radar-derived annual accumulation shows no significant trend in accumulation over Thwaites glacier between 1980 and 2009 [Medley et al., 2013].

3.4 Data and Methods

Radar imaging of both near-surface [Sinisalo et al., 2003; Rotschky et al., 2004; Spikes et al., 2004; Eisen et al., 2005; Anschutz et al., 2007; Frezzotti et al., 2007; Anschutz et al., 2008; Urbini et al., 2008] and deep [Nereson et al., 2000; Siegert and Payne, 2004; Waddington et al., 2007; Huybrechts et al., 2009; MacGregor et al., 2009] internal horizons
has provided the basis for calculating recent and historical spatio-temporal snow accumulation rates over Antarctica. Because radar-derived accumulation measurements capture the spatial variability better than widely spaced point measurements, they provide a more accurate representation of the spatial mean, and thus are more appropriate for mass balance studies [Richardson et al., 1997]. For this study, we recovered three intermediate-depth firn cores, which are connected by an airborne radar survey network designed to capture the regional variations in snow accumulation over the entire Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system (Figure 3.1).

3.4.1 Accumulation radar

The first CReSIS radar – referred to as the “accumulation radar” – is an ultra-wideband FMCW system that operated between 550 and 900 MHz and was designed to image horizons in the upper 100–150 m of the ice sheet [Lewis, 2010; Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2013]. These near-surface horizons represent contrasts in the material’s dielectric permittivity, which are likely the result of seasonal variations in firn density [Arcone et al., 2005]. The theoretical vertical range resolution in ice is 40 cm and in firn (density of 550 kg m$^{-3}$) is 50 cm. The vertical resolution of this system is too coarse to image annual stratigraphy, and consequently, an independent ice core depth-age scale is necessary to determine horizon ages. The radar data and full documentation are available at ftp://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/accum. We processed the echograms by (1) zeroing the ice-sheet surface under the assumption that it is represented by the strongest return from each trace; (2) stacking every 12 traces to reduce noise; (3) normalizing the range bin return relative to the average bin return from all traces in order to brighten deeper horizons; and (4) applying a horizontal Sobel edge-detection filter to enhance horizon contrast. The 2009/2010 Twin
Otter flight survey was designed to maximize spatial coverage over the Pine Island-Thwaites catchment area (Figure 3.1) with nearly 10,000 km of flight surveys covering an area of nearly $300 \times 10^3 \text{ km}^2$.

We used the formula, $d = 0.5cte^{-0.5}$, for conversion between two-way travel time $\tau$ and depth $d$ where $c$ is the wavespeed in a vacuum ($3 \times 10^8 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) and the dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon$ is calculated using a mixture model [Looyenga, 1965]. We fit a steady-state density model [Herron and Langway, 1980] to the average of nine firn core density profiles from the region for input into the mixture model (Figure 3.3a). Because $\varepsilon$ is depth dependent, the $d-\tau$ profile is generated incrementally at 1-cm intervals through the firn column (Figure 3.3b). We integrated the regional density model to generate a cumulative mass profile (kg m$^{-2}$; Figure 3.3c). Use of a regional density profile means the $d-\tau$ and cumulative mass profiles do not vary spatially, and is thus a potential source of error that is discussed further below.

Because we focused on generating a spatially complete and temporally consistent map of snow accumulation, we tracked a single strong and continuous reflector (H1) over as much of the radar survey as possible (Figure 3.4). The depth of H1 ranged from 4.3 to 19.6 m. Tracking a relatively shallow, and thus young horizon means any undulations in the stratigraphy have not substantially steepened, making the horizon reasonably trackable. Using a consistent horizon over multiple flight surveys is important so that the resulting accumulation rates will cover the same time interval. In the limited areas where H1 was not traceable with confidence, we mapped other brightly visible horizons (H2-H3). All horizon tracking began at the PIG2010 site where the horizons were dated.
3.4.2 Firn cores

We collected three intermediate-depth firn cores the year following the accumulation radar survey, which allowed us to use the radar data in core site selection. The cores were collected in approximately 1-m segments (diameter: 81 mm) using the Badger-Eclipse drill provided by the U.S. Ice Drilling Program. The PIG2010 and THW2010 cores reached depths of ~60 m, while the DIV2010 core reached ~110 m (Table 3.1). Density measurements of the core segments were completed in the field for the DIV2010 and THW2010 cores and at the U.S. National Ice Core Laboratory in Denver, CO for PIG2010. Water isotope ratios and concentrations of more than 30 elements and chemical species were measured at high depth resolution (~1 cm water equivalent) using a continuous ice core melter system [McConnell et al., 2002; McConnell et al., 2007; Maselli et al., 2013]. While nearly all ratios exhibit pronounced annual cycles in concentration, here we used the summer maxima in hydrogen-peroxide concentration, water-isotope ratios, and non-sea-salt sulfur to sodium ratio to identify consistently annual layers. Well known volcanic horizons identified by marked increases in wintertime sulfur concentration were used to verify the annual layer counting, which indicated a dating uncertainty of < 1 year. The PIG2010 core was selected to date horizons because of its optimal location: the core was drilled at the intersection of several radar surveys (Figure 3.1).

While all horizons were dated using the PIG2010 core, we evaluated the isochronal accuracy by dating H1 at the DIV2010 and THW2010 core sites. The depths of H1 at the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 cores were 19.75 ± 0.33 m, 18.95 ± 0.35 m, and 14.15 ± 0.34 m (error calculations described below), respectively, which correspond to ages of 25.4 ± 0.4 yr, 25.7 ± 0.4 yr, and 25.2 ± 0.6 yr. Although the depth errors at each core are
comparable in magnitude, the age uncertainty at the THW2010 core is larger because the site has a lower accumulation rate than the other sites. As a result, the THW2010 depth-age curve is shallower (Figure 3.4d), which translates into a larger age uncertainty. Nonetheless, the H1 ages differ by 0.5 yr, which is remarkable because THW2010 is separated from the other cores along the survey paths by more than 750 km. This comparison confirms that the horizons observed in the accumulation radar echograms are isochronous over very large distances.

3.4.3 Accumulation rate calculations

For each of the three mapped horizons, the spatial variation in the accumulation rate is solely the result of variable horizon depth. The long-term accumulation rate (between the horizon and surface) is determined by dividing the cumulative firn mass per unit area (Figure 3.3c) above the horizon by the time since horizon burial (i.e., the horizon age in years). While the horizon age does not vary spatially, the horizon depth does vary substantially, which results in variable firn mass above the horizon. Over the survey portions where we were unable to map H1, we measure accumulation using an alternate horizon (H2 or H3) and correct for the temporal bias. The bias corrections were based on accumulation measurements where both H1 and the alternate horizon were coincidently mapped. We completed a total of five robust regressions (Figure 3.5), one for each flight survey segment where an alternate horizon was used to measure accumulation (see Figure 3.1). The different relationships are the potential result of (1) different temporal biases from using two alternate horizons and (2) spatial variations in the bias. These corrected data make up only 8% of the total accumulation measurements and are entirely concentrated in the northern Pine Island catchment.
3.4.4 Radar-derived accumulation rate errors

The uncertainty in radar-derived accumulation rates stems from the uncertainties in the regional density profile and horizon age. At any location, the deviation of actual density profile from the regional mean translates into errors in the cumulative mass and $d$-$\tau$ profiles and ultimately the measured accumulation rate. To account for this error, we fit the aforementioned density model to the ± 1σ deviation of the measured density profiles from the mean (Figure 3.3a). We then calculate the error in the $d$-$\tau$ and cumulative mass profiles (Figure 3.3b-c) assuming the density uncertainty could bias our results, which means errors accumulate with depth. This assumption is conservative and reasonable based on evaluation of the individual core profiles relative to the regional mean. Digitization error of ± 1 range bin is included in the depth error, which is equal to ~ 30 cm in firm.

Uncertainty in the age of the horizon also introduces error into our accumulation measurements. Using the regional mean density profile and its uncertainty, we determined H1 depth and error at each of the three core sites using their measured depth-age profiles shown in Figure 3.4d (see above). While the measured age at each site falls within the error bounds of the other two sites, the range of values is large enough that we must consider its impact. We assign the error in the age of H1 at ± 1 year, which based on the evaluation of the isochronal accuracy above is likely an overestimation.

Finally, we must consider error in the bias correction for measurements based on the alternate horizons (H2-H3). These measurements are assigned errors equal to the root mean square error of the robust regression fits shown in Figure 3.5, which vary from 0.018 to 0.069 m water equivalent (w.e.) yr$^{-1}$ depending on survey leg.
3.4.5 Snow radar

The second CReSIS radar – referred to as the “snow radar” – is another ultra-wideband FCMW system that operated over a higher frequency range (2009: 4–6 GHz; 2010/11: 2–6.5 GHz) than the accumulation radar. This system images the stratigraphy in the upper 20–30 m of the ice sheet at very high vertical resolution. Specifically, the theoretical vertical range resolution for the 2009 (2010/11) survey is 8 cm (4 cm) in ice and 10 cm (5 cm) in firn. The snow radar was flown as part of NASA’s Operation IceBridge, a mission focused on areas of rapidly changing ice in and around the major outlet glaciers. While the survey was not designed with catchment coverage in mind, the data set provides additional measurements over ~2,000 km of the survey tracks primarily within the Thwaites catchment. To be temporally consistent with the accumulation radar measurements, we take the 1985–2009 mean annual accumulation derived from the snow radar and presented in [Medley et al., 2013].

3.4.6 Interpolation

While the along-track measurement interval (500 m) is relatively small, large data gaps remain between flight paths (up to 150 km; Figure 3.6a). The presence of large data gaps means the spatial resolution of any interpolated map will be substantially coarser than the along-track resolution: accumulation was not appropriately sampled to recover the high-frequency variations. To minimize the high-frequency variability in the accumulation measurements, we applied a 25-km running average filter to the profile data (Figure 3.6b). Approaching the ends of the surveys, the filtering length was tapered down to 5 km to maximize the spatial coverage for interpolation. Using the smoothed accumulation measurements, we generated a gridded map of accumulation using the geostatistical
interpolation technique of kriging [Leuangthong et al., 2011]. Prior to interpolation, we used an ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression model with northing, easting, and elevation as explanatory variables to create an accumulation rate surface (Figure 3.7a). The interpolation was then performed on the OLS model residuals. We found the best fit to the measured semivariogram was an isotropic spherical model with a range of 175 km. Sharp lines and edges in the radar survey result in unrealistic artifacts in the interpolated map. Therefore, we smoothed the 3-km grid with a $9 \times 9$ cell mean filter to minimize these high-frequency interpolation artifacts. Finally, the OLS surface is added to the kriged residuals to generate the final accumulation map, which is shown in Figure 3.7b.

We created an accumulation error grid that accounts for measurement and interpolation uncertainties (Figure 3.7c). The kriging standard prediction error is based on the distances to the nearest measurements (i.e., cells further from measurements have a greater error) and the spatial structure of the data as described by the semivariogram. We also investigate the impact of measurement error on the final accumulation map. Random error is added to each accumulation measurement and these perturbed values are then interpolated to a grid using the same parameters described above. The error added to each measurement point is randomly selected from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and standard deviation equal to the measurement error for that data point. This process was repeated 200 times, and the measurement error for each grid cell was taken as the standard deviation of these 200 realizations. The final accumulation error grid was generated by root-sum-square (RSS) of the interpolation and measurement grids and was smoothed using a $9 \times 9$ cell mean filter.
3.4.7 Surface velocities and catchment discharge

We derived surface velocities using a combination of interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) and speckle-tracking techniques [Joughin, 2002]. Velocities from 2000 and before were determined using data from the European Space Agency’s ERS-1/2 mission and later velocities were derived from a combination of data from the Japanese ALOS and German TerraSAR-X mission [Joughin et al., 2003; Joughin et al., 2010]. System noise produces errors of ~10 m yr\(^{-1}\) and there are additional velocity and slope-dependent errors of ~3% [Joughin, 2002].

Catchment discharge was estimated using ice-surface velocities and a time-varying estimate of ice thickness along a transect that roughly follows the grounding line. Because ice-thickness estimates are sometimes confused by the presence of basal crevasses downstream of the grounding line, and because grounding lines have retreated during the decade considered in this study, the transect was displaced 5–10 km inland to ensure that high-quality ice-thickness data were available.

We constructed a high-resolution model of the time-varying ice-surface height using ICESat satellite altimetry data [Zwally et al., 2012], and airborne scanning laser altimetry data supplied by NASA’s IceBridge program [Krabill, 2010, updated 2013; Blair and Hofton, 2010, updated 2012]. These give irregular spatial and temporal coverage between the late fall of 2002 and 2012, which we integrated into an estimate of surface elevation and elevation change by fitting a DEM surface for 2010 and a series of correction surfaces giving height differences between 2002 and 2010. The solution was selected to minimize, in a least-squares sense, the difference between the model surface and the observed surface heights, while also minimizing the second derivative of the DEM surface and the second derivative of
the ice-surface change rate between any pair of years. This technique lets us estimate surface heights at any time and at any position on the grounded ice, although the accuracy of any estimate likely depends strongly on the temporal and spatial sampling of the input data. Typically surface-elevation error estimates for points within 2–4 km of a flight line are less than 10 m. Ice-surface elevations for flux estimates before 2003 are calculated by linear extrapolation of the 2003-07 elevation rate of change. This extrapolated elevation difference is assigned an error of 100%.

We combined our ice-surface height estimates with ice-thickness estimates derived from ice-penetrating radar [Holt et al., 2006; Vaughan et al., 2006; Allen, 2010, updated 2013] to form a set of bed-elevation estimates. We applied a minimum-curvature gridding technique that minimized, in a least-squares sense, the second spatial derivative of the bed elevation, while also minimizing the data misfit. The cost function on the derivatives was selected based on ice-velocity maps so that curvature in the along-ice-flow direction was penalized more heavily than the curvature in the across-flow direction, giving bed-elevation estimates that preserve channel structures while suppressing small-scale noise in the data. The RMS misfits between data and the fit surface were better than 7 m over the smooth basal topography near the grounding line. This small misfit suggests that the fit surface adequately resolves the details of the bed topography; uncertainties in the data picking and in the location of radar footprints contribute substantially larger errors to the ice thickness, which we conservatively estimate at 50 m.

We derived ice-discharge estimates using surface-height, surface-velocity, and ice-thickness estimates assuming that ice flow is almost entirely due to sliding at the bed:

$$D(t) = \rho_{ice} \int \bar{u}(x, y, t) \cdot \bar{n} [z_s(x, y, t) - b(x, y) - h_{air}] ds.$$  (3.1)
Here $\vec{u} \cdot \vec{n}$ is the component of the ice-surface velocity perpendicular to the transect, $z_s$ is the surface height at the time the velocity was measured, $b$ is the bed elevation, and $h_{air}$ is the depth-integrated thickness of air contained in the firn, as estimated from a published map [van den Broeke, M. R., 2008]. We evaluate the flux integral on points spaced every 50 m along the transect.

When the velocity maps contain gaps, we interpolate spatially within the same map to close gaps smaller than 4 km, and interpolate in time between temporally adjacent maps to fill larger gaps. Velocity values so interpolated are assigned an additional error component of 100 m yr$^{-1}$ in each direction. If temporally adjacent maps do not supply a valid velocity estimate, the velocity is estimated from the mean of all available velocities for that point, and the error estimate is set to 250 m yr$^{-1}$, which happens only for a few points at the north edge of PIG and a few points along the Wedge.

We estimate errors in our flux estimate by propagating the measurement errors in equation 1, as if each component were independent between 50-meter grid points. We then account for spatial correlation in the errors, which we conservatively assume to be spatially correlated on 10-km scale, by multiplying these initial error estimates by $\left(\frac{10 \text{ km}}{50 \text{ m}}\right)^{1/2}$, or about a factor of 14. Other reasonable choices of a correlation scale could cut our error estimates roughly in half, but we feel that significantly larger errors are unlikely.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Radar-derived accumulation measurements

The 1985–2009 mean annual accumulation derived from the accumulation and snow radars are shown in Figure 3.6a, which includes the bias corrected rates. The nearly 20,000
accumulation measurements span an entire order of magnitude ranging from 0.132 to 1.374 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) and have a mean (± standard deviation) of 0.409 ± 0.116 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\). The more than 6,300 measurements within Pine Island vary from 0.177 to 1.374 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) with a mean of 0.431 ± 0.145 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\), and the 11,400 within Thwaites vary from 0.209 to 0.841 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) with a mean of 0.421 ± 0.080 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\). Rates exceeding 1.0 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) are found along coastal Pine Island glacier and in isolated depressions. Rates below 0.2 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) are found on bumps alongside the depressions as well as across the Thwaites southern divide toward WAIS and Byrd camps. The several measurements (\(n = 1568\)) outside the Pine Island-Thwaites catchment area are used in the OLS regression and interpolation. The average 1σ measurement errors for Pine Island and Thwaites are 0.025 and 0.017 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) respectively. While the minimum error in each catchment is the same (0.007 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\)), the maximum is much greater over Pine Island (0.171 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\)) than over Thwaites (0.035 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\)), which is due to the larger accumulation rates and the bias correction within Pine Island.

The radar-derived accumulation rates (± 1σ error) at the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 sites are 0.425 ± 0.019, 0.406 ± 0.019, and 0.292 ± 0.014 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, which match those derived from the core records shown in Table 3.1 (0.424, 0.412, and 0.286 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\)). The nearly identical measurements at the PIG2010 site is not surprising as the core’s depth-age scale was used to determine horizon ages and its density profile was one of nine used to determine a regional profile. The only information used from the DIV2010 and THW2010 cores was their density profiles, meaning the radar-derived measurements at these cores are largely independent of the core-derived accumulation rates. At both sites, the core measurements fall within the radar-derived error interval.
3.5.2 Gridded accumulation rates

Not surprisingly, the OLS accumulation rate surface (Figure 3.7a) shows elevated accumulation at low elevations that diminish moving inland towards high elevations. While the general structure is correct, there are several moderate-scale (25 to 50 km) features that cannot be reproduced with the simple OLS model, which is clearly apparent when comparing the OLS model (Figure 3.7a) with the smoothed measurements (Figure 3.6b). The final gridded accumulation map (Figure 3.7b reproduces both the regional and moderate-scale features observed in the measurements and will provide the snow input values for our mass balance estimates.

The average (± standard deviation) gridded accumulation rates over Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers are 0.40 ± 0.13 and 0.43 ± 0.09 m w.e. yr⁻¹, values similar to those from the radar-derived measurements (Table 3.2). The accumulation grid errors range from 2.6 to 32.7% with an average of 8.6%. Nearly 90% of the cells have errors less than 15% (Figure 3.7c). Maximum errors are found over the southern Pine Island catchment where the accumulation rates are very low and the radar coverage is sparse. The lowest errors are in central Thwaites where multiple overlapping flight paths provide better spatial coverage.

We compared several core-derived accumulation rate averages from within the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system to their coincident gridded estimate. Specifically, we used the ITASE 01-1, 01-2, 01-3, and 01-6 average rates between 1985 and 2001 and the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 average rates between 1985 and 2009. At five of the seven sites, the average rate falls within the 1σ grid error. The other two sites (ITASE 01-3 and PIG2010), which interestingly are separated by only 20 km, fall within the 2σ error. Even though the grid has been smoothed removing small-scale accumulation features, it still
matches isolated core measurements very well. Therefore, we are confident that our gridded accumulation rates and errors are reasonable.

3.5.3 Accumulation distribution by elevation

We next investigate the elevation-dependent accumulation distribution for Pine Island (Figure 3.8) and Thwaites (Figure 3.9) by binning their accumulation grids over 100 m intervals. The average accumulation rates over both glaciers decrease rather consistently with increasing elevation, but the average rate over a given elevation bin is larger for Thwaites than for Pine Island. Due hypsometric differences, the elevations that contribute the most total snow accumulation fall between 700 and 1500 m within Pine Island and between 1200 and 1900 m within Thwaites. Totals of $67.3 \pm 6.1$ and $75.9 \pm 5.2$ Gt yr$^{-1}$ fell on average between 1985 and 2009 over Pine Island and Thwaites, respectively, and $158.5 \pm 12.5$ Gt yr$^{-1}$ fell over the entire region (Table 3.3). We assumed the gridded errors were not independent, and as a result, the errors were calculated by cell-by-cell summation (not RSS) of the grid errors. Therefore, the error bounds are likely a conservative estimate.

3.5.4 Comparison with climatologies and atmospheric models

The elevation-dependent accumulation distributions for various accumulation climatologies, reanalysis products, and a regional climate model output were also analyzed and compared. The three climatologies are van de Berg et al. [2005], Arthern et al. [2006], and Monaghan et al. [2006], which are henceforth referred to as VDB05, ART06, and MON06 and are representative of the long-term accumulation rate in this region. The three global reanalysis precipitation-minus-sublimation ($P-S$) products include the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts “Interim” (ERA-Interim) [Dee et al., 2011],
the NASA Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [Rienecker et al., 2011], and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [Saha et al., 2010]. Finally, we use surface mass balance from the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model v2.1 (RACMO2) that is forced laterally with ERA-Interim (Figure 3.7d) [Lenaerts et al., 2012]. Even though these products do not all estimate precisely the same variable (i.e., accumulation, SMB, or P-S), they are all nearly equivalent to snow accumulation in this region [Medley et al., 2013]. To ensure consistency, all grids were bilinearly resampled to the same 3 km grid and were binned as explained above (Figures 3.8 & 3.9). At high elevations nearly all the accumulation products underestimate the average accumulation rate over both glaciers. For Thwaites, with the exception of ART06 all products have higher accumulation rates than our grid at low elevations. Because our grid is not based on measurements below 800 m from Thwaites, we cannot confidently determine whether the products are indeed overestimating accumulation; however, they appear to overestimate accumulation between 800 and 1200 m. For Pine Island, a range of differences does occur at the low elevations: some overestimate, some underestimate, and others fall within our grid values. In general, these accumulation products (except ART06) have steeper elevation-dependent accumulation gradients than our grid.

The largest spread in average accumulation between these products occurs at the lowest elevations (below ~ 600m), but these elevations occupy a relatively small area and thus do not contribute substantially to the spread in the cumulative accumulation rates (Figures 3.8b & 3.9b). With the exception of MON06 and MERRA, the products fall within the error range of the total cumulative accumulation rate for Pine Island, albeit towards the
low end (Figure 3.8c). Only CFSR, RACMO2, and VDB05 fall within this range for Thwaites where the spread is much larger (Figure 3.9c). Although several of these products generate values similar to our grid (Table 3.3), it is often the result of low-elevation regions of overestimation balancing high-elevation regions of underestimation, which is most apparent in Figures 3.8b and 3.9b.

### 3.5.5 Ice discharge

The total flux of ice lost to the ocean from this region increased from 192.7 ± 5.3 Gt yr⁻¹ in the mid-1990s to 254.1 ± 4.3 Gt yr⁻¹ in 2010, which is a more than 30% increase over ~15 years and is consistent with earlier estimates [Rignot, 2008]. Over the same interval, the discharge from Pine Island alone increased more than 50% whereas Thwaites increased just under 20%. Although between the mid-90s and mid-00s only a few data points exist, this is likely the period over which the discharge increased substantially and was followed by a period of relatively steady flow between 2008 and 2010 for Thwaites and between 2008 and 2012 for Pine Island (Table 3.4). From the mid-1990s to 2010, the Wedge only increased discharge by 9%, but Haynes increased by more than 20% and Thwaites East by 50%.

### 3.5.6 Mass balance

The mass imbalance of Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system nearly tripled between the mid-1990s and 2010, changing from -34.1 ± 13.6 to -96.1 ± 13.2 Gt yr⁻¹, values which correspond to +0.09 ± 0.04 and +0.27 ± 0.04 mm SLR yr⁻¹ (Table 3.5). During the mid-1990s, Pine Island was slightly negative (-5.7 ± 6.3 Gt yr⁻¹) with errors large enough to suggest these values were likely not different from zero (i.e., Pine Island was at or near balance). Thwaites, Thwaites East, and Haynes showed imbalances that were all
substantially less than zero. Thwaites glacier was furthest out of balance at \(-17.3 \pm 6.9\) Gt yr\(^{-1}\) followed by Haynes at \(-8.3 \pm 1.3\) Gt yr\(^{-1}\). By 2010, Pine Island had become significantly out of balance, losing \(43.0 \pm 6.9\) Gt yr\(^{-1}\) and overtaking Thwaites \((-35.7 \pm 5.6\) Gt yr\(^{-1}\)) as the largest contributor to SLR. Thwaites East and Haynes mass balances decreased as well, but the Wedge remained essentially in balance.

3.6 Discussion

The more than 20,000 radar-derived accumulation measurements reveal both regional and local features that were not uncovered using the existing ice-core measurements alone. The ice cores remain instrumental to our work, however, because they provide the depth-age scale necessary to date the radar horizons from the accumulation radar. Tracking the horizons over 100s of kilometers proved successful except over a few areas. Notably, horizons disappeared travelling from the PIG2010 site northward while entering the area of enhanced ice flow and rougher surface undulations around the Pine Island trunk. Additionally, we were unable to differentiate with confidence between horizons moving westward from WAIS to Byrd because the accumulation rate is substantially lower at Byrd, resulting in the merging of horizons. The areas of more extreme surface undulations, as indicated by the tonal differences in the basemap in Figure 3.1, often coincide with data gaps where the horizons could not be tracked. Nonetheless, we were able to track horizons over the majority of the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system and over a wide range of elevations and accumulation rates. Outside of regions with large accumulation gradients, the accumulation radar likely should image continuous and discretely trackable horizons that when combined with ice cores and a well-defined survey, will provide catchment-wide accumulation measurements elsewhere in Antarctica.
Because of the smoothing of the raw accumulation measurements and grid filtering, our map contains moderate- to large-scale accumulation features with scales on the order of 25 km or greater. Smaller-scale (< 25 km) features certainly exist as evidenced in the echograms and raw accumulation measurements, but a denser survey network would be required to capture these features over the large catchment areas and was not feasible. If we consider the small-scale features as high-frequency noise, our catchment-wide accumulation measurements are not negatively impacted. Because of the moderate-scale data resolution (~25 km), we do not expect ice core accumulation measurements to match the coincident grid accumulation with high fidelity. For example, the PIG2010 core site is clearly located in a minor depression where accumulation rates are enhanced relative to the background (Figure 3.4) and is one of the cores with the greatest mismatch from our grid. At same time, majority of the cores fall within the ±1 σ grid error; thus, our final accumulation grid is a good representation of the moderate-scale accumulation rate with errors suitably large to encompass any smaller-scale features not resolved.

Beyond determining catchment-wide accumulation, our grid provides the means with which to test various climatologies, reanalyses, and climate models abilities to reproduce the accumulation rate over a large area. Rather than comparing the models to isolated point measurements of accumulation, which do not make for equal comparison with large grid cell values, our grid is of comparable data resolution (i.e., is more representative of the scales resolved by the models). A consistent feature amongst the reanalysis and climate models is the underestimation of accumulation in the high elevation, low accumulation interior. Our measurements suggest overestimation in the low elevation, high accumulation coastal areas even though we lack radar measurements below 500 m; however, for mass balance purposes
the discrepancy is not nearly as important as in the interior because the low elevations cover relatively small areas in our study area. Additional accumulation measurements from lower elevations are necessary before we can confidently quantify the models’ discrepancies. Nevertheless, RACMO2 and CFSR are able to generate catchment-scale accumulation rates that fall within our grid error bounds for both Pine Island and Thwaites.

When considering the ability of the climatologies it is important to understand how each was created. ART06 was generated using field-based measurements of snow accumulation, which were gridded using remotely sensed microwave emission data to guide the interpolation. Therefore, it is not surprising that it performs poorly at the low-elevation, high-accumulation areas where few measurements exist. The fact that ART06’s performance is worse over Thwaites is likely due to the presence of fewer in situ measurements over Thwaites than over Pine Island. The MON06 mean annual (1979–2002) simulated precipitation-minus-sublimation estimate is derived from the Polar MM5 atmospheric model. While the model long-term averages matched continent-wide ice core observations satisfactorily, the model shows overestimation relative to cores from West Antarctica [Monaghan et al., 2006], which might explain the very high accumulation rates shown here. Finally, VDB05 is the 1958–2002 mean annual simulated surface mass balance from RACMO2 forced laterally by ERA-40 with a horizontal resolution of ~55 km. Although van de Berg et al. [2005] explained that the model appeared to underestimate accumulation in the interior and overestimate it on the coastal slopes, we find that at least in these basins the picture is not as clear: VDB06 performs better over coastal Pine Island rather than Thwaites and over inland Thwaites rather than Pine Island. When both glaciers are combined, VDB06 performs well at all elevations.
From a catchment-wide perspective, RACMO2, CFSR, and VDB05 perform well, but this might not directly translate to other areas of the ice sheet. For example, ART06 performs well over Pine Island but poorly over Thwaites. Consideration of the catchment hypsometry could potentially aid accumulation product selection: RACMO2, CFSR, and VDB05 might perform well over catchments with similar hypsometries as Pine Island and Thwaites. Obviously, the atmospheric models might perform better or worse in areas with different atmospheric dynamics regardless of topography. The performance of the measurement-based ART06 should depend on the local density of in situ measurements as well.

Although accumulation varies on a year-to-year basis, because no recent (1980–2009) trend in accumulation was found by Medley et al. [2013] over Thwaites, our 1985–2009 mean annual accumulation should adequately represent the net snowfall input for our mass balance estimates. Ice discharge, on the other hand, shows a strong negative trend and was thus measured over multiple years. The ice discharge measurements presented here are in excellent agreement with those from Rignot [2008], showing a strong increase from Pine Island and a moderate increase from Thwaites between the mid-1990s and 2007. The additional values presented in this study from 2008 to 2012 indicate that the increasing trends have not continued for both glaciers and that ice discharge has, for the time being, leveled off. While Thwaites had the largest mass imbalance between 1994 and 1998, the mass loss from Pine Island overtook that from Thwaites by 2006, making Pine Island the largest contributor to SLR from the region. Haynes, a relatively small glacier, shows large mass losses, which are likely an upper bound because the accumulation rates from this sector could be biased low. Nevertheless, Haynes would still show mass losses over the entire period even if we
doubled our accumulation rates over the entire glacier. The same is true of Thwaites East but due to its small size, the imbalance is not as large. The Wedge between Pine Island and Thwaites is relatively stable and in balance, receiving some of the highest accumulation rates in the region. While Thwaites East and Haynes mass losses are dwarfed by those from Pine Island and Thwaites, their ice discharges have increased substantially since the mid-1990s (50% and 22%, respectively). If the increases continue into the future, these small glaciers are likely to have a relatively large impact on SLR.

In total, the region receives on average $158.5 \pm 12.5 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ of snow accumulation at an average accumulation rate of $0.43 \text{ m w.e. yr}^{-1}$. Between 1994 and 1998, total ice discharge was $192.7 \pm 5.3 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ resulting in a mass change of $-34.1 \pm 13.6 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$. By 2010, ice discharge increased substantially to $254.1 \pm 4.3 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ yielding a much larger mass change of $-96.1 \pm 13.2 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$. These mass imbalances translate into rates of SLR of $0.09 \pm 0.04$ and $0.27 \pm 0.04 \text{ mm yr}^{-1}$. To compare with the recent ice-sheet mass balance inter-comparison exercise (IMBIE) \[Shepherd et al., 2012\], which assessed the mass balance of Greenland and Antarctica from 1992 to 2011, we make the following assumptions about our discharge history: (1) the ice discharge from 1992 to 1998 is constant and equal to our 1994–1998 measurement; and (2) in subsequent years, the discharge steps up or down at the beginning of the next measurement interval. For example, the Thwaites discharge is set to $93.2 \pm 4.6 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ from 1992 to 2005 and jumps to $104.3 \pm 2.4 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ in 2006. These assumptions result in a conservatively low estimate of the 1992–2011 ice discharge because we assume all changes occur instantaneously. Subtracting the mean ice discharge over the entire record from our catchment-wide accumulation rates provides the 1992–2011 mean mass balances, which are $-19.4 \pm 6.1 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ and $-22.0 \pm 5.3 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}$ for Pine Island and
Thwaites respectively. These measurements match the IMBIE estimates well for Pine Island, but our estimate for Thwaites is on the more negative end of the IMBIE range. As a result, we have Thwaites more negative on average than Pine Island, which is reversed relative to the IMBIE measurements. This discrepancy could be the result of difference catchment boundaries. Our results indicate the region as a whole has contributed 3 mm to SLR over the 1992–2011 period, which amounts to 25% of the total contribution to SLR of 11.2 mm from both Greenland and Antarctica as determined by IMBIE.

### 3.7 Conclusions

We find that an appropriately designed accumulation radar survey combined with glaciochemical analysis of one or more ice cores provides ample means to generate catchment-wide accumulation map that resolves moderate- to large-scale features. Our results indicate that various climatologies and reanalysis and climate models underestimate accumulation in the high elevation interior while potentially overestimating it in the low elevation coastal areas. These discrepancies often balance each other, resulting in catchment-wide accumulation values similar to our grid. Between the mid-1990s and 2010, the mass balance of the region decreased from \(-34.1 \pm 13.6 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}\) to \(-96.1 \pm 13.2 \text{ Gt yr}^{-1}\), a near tripling of its imbalance and associated contribution to SLR. While Pine Island overtook Thwaites as the largest contributor to SLR in 2006, Thwaites showed greater mass loss on average between 1992 and 2011. Although the glaciers experienced a substantial increase in ice discharge between the mid-1990s and 2008, subsequent measurements indicate discharge from these glaciers has leveled off for the time being.
Figure 3.1 – The Amundsen Coast glaciers and locations of the radar flight surveys. Here, the MODIS mosaic is overlaid transparently by measured ice velocities from Joughin et al. [2010] and elevation contours (200 m intervals). The catchments are outlined and labeled. The complete accumulation radar survey consists of the white and grey lines. A dashed white line indicates no horizon was mapped, a solid white line indicates H1 was mapped, and light (dark) grey indicates that H2 (H3) was mapped. The solid black lines show where accumulation measurements were taken from Medley et al. [2013]. The three 2010 ice cores are labeled and indicated by a grey circle. The ITASE cores are displayed as grey triangles, and the WAIS divide and Byrd camps are labeled and indicated by light grey squares. The inset map shows the location of our study area.
Figure 3.2 – The hypsometric distributions of the Pine Island and Thwaites catchments. The sub-basins included in PIG are Pine Island and the Wedge and in THW are Thwaites, Thwaites East, and Haynes. The median elevations within the PIG and THW are 1210 m asl and 1540 m asl, respectively.
Figure 3.3 – Profiles of (a) density, (b) two-way travel time, (c) cumulative mass, and (d) age with depth.  a) The density profiles from nine firn cores from the region are plotted in light grey and the model fit to their mean is shown as a solid black line. The dashed black lines show ± 1 standard deviation from the mean.  b) The solid line was produced using the formula, $d = 0.5c\tau e^{-0.5}$, for conversion between two-way travel time and depth using the density model in (a), and the dashed lines were generated from the deviations in (a).  c) The cumulative mass profiles were created by integrating the mean (solid) density profile with depth as well as the deviations (dashed) from (a).  d) The depth-age profiles for the three 2010 cores determined from glaciochemical analysis.
Figure 3.4 – Echograms at each 2010 core site and the tracked H1 horizon. From left to right, we display the echograms from the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 sites along with H1 mapped in red. The vertical white line shows the location closest to the each core, which extends from the surface to the actual recovery depth.
Figure 3.5 – Bias correction regression models for five survey legs where an alternate horizon was used to measure accumulation. Using a robust regression model, we correct accumulation measurements derived from the alternate horizon (either H2 or H3) to more appropriately represent its H1 measurement where both horizons were coincidently tracked. The relationship was then applied to the measurements derived from the alternate horizons where H1 was not tracked. Four of the corrections use the same alternate horizon H3, whereas one leg uses H2. Interestingly, H2 dates to 1939 and the resulting accumulation rates are found to be much lower than those from H1 (i.e., the regression model lies well above the 1:1 line). This result is consistent with ice core observations that recent accumulation has increased relative to the long-term mean. Corrections for measurements derived from H3 (2002) are much hover around the 1:1 line, especially in the areas of the majority of the measurements (0.3–0.5 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\)).
Figure 3.6 – The (a) raw and (b) smoothed radar-derived accumulation rates. a) The raw accumulation rates derived from the accumulation radar, including the bias corrected rates as well as the 1985–2009 mean annual accumulation from the snow radar. b) Same as from (a) except a 25-km (tapered to 5-km approaching the ends) running average has been applied.
Figure 3.7 – The (a) OLS linear regression model accumulation surface, (b) final accumulation grid, (c) accumulation error grid, and (d) 1985–2009 average surface mass balance from RACMO2. a) The accumulation surface derived from an OLS linear regression model with northing, easting, and elevation as dependent variables. b) Our final accumulation surface derived by adding the kriged OLS model residuals to the OLS regression surface from (a). c) The combined measurement and interpolation errors displayed as a percentage of our gridded accumulation map shown in (b). d) The 1985–2009 average surface mass balance from RACMO2, widely used in mass balance studies, is shown for comparison to our gridded map in (b).
Figure 3.8 – The elevation-dependent accumulation distribution for Pine Island glacier (including the Wedge) and comparison with climatologies and reanalysis and climate models. For each part, the grey shaded area shows the quantity of interest from our final accumulation grid including its ±1σ deviation. The climatologies and reanalysis and climate models do not have errors because the products do not provide error grids. The three part figure shows: a) the average accumulation rates over 100 m elevation bins, b) the bin-summed accumulation rates scaled by the cell size of 9 km² with bars representing the bin size, and c) the cumulative bin-summed accumulation rates from (b). The solid vertical black lines on each plot display the elevation limits of our radar-derived accumulation measurements, and thus bound the area with high data integrity.
Figure 3.9 – Same as Figure 3.8 but for Thwaites glacier (including Thwaites East and Haynes).
Figure 3.10 – Mass balance history from 1994 to 2012 for each catchment. The mass balance was measured by subtracting the ice discharge measurements from various time intervals from Table 3.4 from the 1985–2009 mean catchment-wide snowfall from Table 3.3. The actual mass balance values are listed in Table 3.5. The points are offset slightly for clarity and do not represent actual differences in the data collection period.
Table 3.1 – Summary of ice-core accumulation records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Latitude (°)</th>
<th>Longitude (°)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Velocity (m / yr)</th>
<th>Bottom Depth (m)</th>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>Accumulation Rate (m w.e. / yr)$^n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIG2010</td>
<td>-77.96</td>
<td>-95.96</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>1917-2010</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV2010</td>
<td>-76.77</td>
<td>-101.74</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>1786-2010</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THW2010</td>
<td>-76.95</td>
<td>-121.22</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>1867-2010</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^n$Values represent the $\mu ± 1 \sigma$
Table 3.2 – Catchment average ($\mu$), standard deviation ($\sigma$), minimum, and maximum gridded accumulation rates and errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier</th>
<th>Accumulation Rate (m w.e. yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Island</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites East</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3 – Catchment-wide accumulation from this work, compared to climatologies, reanalysis products, and a regional climate model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier</th>
<th>Area ($10^3$ km$^2$)</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th>RACMO2</th>
<th>ERA-Interim</th>
<th>CFSR</th>
<th>MERRA</th>
<th>ART06</th>
<th>MOD06</th>
<th>VDB05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pine Island</td>
<td>166.8</td>
<td>67.3 ± 6.1</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>11.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites</td>
<td>175.9</td>
<td>75.9 ± 5.2</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites East</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>368.2</td>
<td>158.5 ± 12.5</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>145.2</td>
<td>155.0</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>131.3</td>
<td>187.7</td>
<td>162.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.4 – Flux-gate discharge measurements and errors from 1994 to 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier</th>
<th>Jan 94 - Jan 95</th>
<th>Jan 95 - Jan 00</th>
<th>May 06 - Nov 06</th>
<th>Sep 07 - Dec 07</th>
<th>Sep 08 - Dec 08</th>
<th>Sep 09 - Dec 09</th>
<th>Sep 10 - Dec 10</th>
<th>Oct 11 - Nov 11</th>
<th>Jul 12 - Aug 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pine Island</td>
<td>75.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>84.4 ± 3.1</td>
<td>100.7 ± 4.6</td>
<td>104.2 ± 3.1</td>
<td>109.3 ± 3.1</td>
<td>109.6 ± 3.8</td>
<td>110.3 ± 3.2</td>
<td>110.3 ± 2.9</td>
<td>109.3 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge</td>
<td>10.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>10.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>11.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>11.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>11.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>11.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites</td>
<td>95.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>104.3 ± 2.4</td>
<td>105.2 ± 1.9</td>
<td>108.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>112.4 ± 2.1</td>
<td>111.6 ± 2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites East</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes</td>
<td>11.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>14.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>14.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>14.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>192.7 ± 5.3</td>
<td>246.9 ± 3.9</td>
<td>249.7 ± 4.1</td>
<td>254.9 ± 4.7</td>
<td>254.1 ± 4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5 – Mass balance measurements and errors from 1994 to 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier</th>
<th>Jan 94 - Jan 98</th>
<th>Jan 99 - Jun 00</th>
<th>Mar 06 - Nov 06</th>
<th>Sep 07 - Dec 07</th>
<th>Sep 08 - Dec 08</th>
<th>Sep 09 - Dec 09</th>
<th>Sep 10 - Dec 10</th>
<th>Oct 11 - Nov 11</th>
<th>Jul 12 - Aug 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pine Island</td>
<td>-5.7 ± 6.3</td>
<td>-17.1 ± 6.8</td>
<td>-33.4 ± 7.6</td>
<td>-36.9 ± 6.8</td>
<td>-42.0 ± 6.8</td>
<td>-42.3 ± 7.2</td>
<td>-43.0 ± 6.9</td>
<td>-43.0 ± 6.8</td>
<td>-42.0 ± 6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge</td>
<td>0.4 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>-0.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>-0.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>-0.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>-0.6 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubles</td>
<td>-17.3 ± 6.9</td>
<td>-28.4 ± 5.7</td>
<td>-29.3 ± 5.5</td>
<td>-32.1 ± 5.6</td>
<td>-36.5 ± 5.6</td>
<td>-35.7 ± 5.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubles East</td>
<td>-3.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>-5.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>-5.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>-5.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>-5.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes</td>
<td>-8.3 ± 13.1</td>
<td>-10.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>-11.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>-11.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>-10.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>-34.1 ± 13.6</td>
<td>-82.3 ± 13.1</td>
<td>-91.1 ± 13.2</td>
<td>-96.3 ± 13.4</td>
<td>-96.1 ± 13.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4: Long-term Accumulation Changes

4.1 Introduction

Ice-core accumulation records provide insight into past climate conditions and the regional mass balance history over decades to millennia. The climate and mass balance history of West Antarctica are of particular interest in part because of the recent observed thinning and acceleration of the Amundsen Coast glaciers, especially Pine Island and Thwaites [Shepherd et al., 2001; Rignot et al., 2002; Joughin et al., 2003; Rignot, 2008; Pritchard et al., 2009], where the infiltration of warm ocean water has substantially thinned their buttressing ice shelves [Shepherd et al., 2004; Pritchard et al., 2012]. These glaciers are located in one of the most rapidly warming regions on Earth [Steig et al., 2009; Bromwich et al., 2013], which could potentially affect snow accumulation rates. Warmer air temperatures increase the atmospheric moisture-holding capacity and are expected to increase snowfall; however, the majority of snow accumulation occurs in non-summer months in West Antarctica [Bromwich, 1988], indicating air temperature might not be the dominant control on snowfall. Instead, non-summer cyclonic activity, combined with the relatively low-elevation terrain, allows warm marine air to penetrate deep into the interior to act as a major control on accumulation rates in this region [Nicolas and Bromwich, 2011].

Previous ice-core analysis from Kaspari et al. [2004] showed that the 1970–2000 average accumulation rate within the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system had increased relative to the long-term average, but that records from beyond its divide in the Ross drainage had decreased. Banta et al. [2008] found no significant trend in accumulation using an array of three ice cores from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) Divide project. At the same time, Burgener et al. [2013] found more recent negative accumulation trends between 1975
and 2010 from a series of shallow cores near WAIS both within Thwaites and across the divide into the Ross drainage system. A regional radar-derived annual accumulation record for Thwaites glacier, however, indicates the region experienced no significant change in accumulation between 1980 and 2009 [Medley et al., 2013]. While these records reveal potential zones of accumulation increases and decreases, without additional accumulation measurements over larger areas, we cannot determine with confidence the total spatial extent of these accumulation changes. Therefore, improving the spatial coverage of the accumulation changes will aid in our understanding of the spatial extent of changes and also improve our confidence in those changes.

Here, we analyze three new ice cores recovered from the Pine Island–Thwaites catchment for recent changes in snow accumulation and place the cores in context of the previously recovered cores from the region. To determine the spatial extent of accumulation changes, we investigate the change in radar-derived accumulation rates between 1944–1984 and 1985–2009 over most of the Thwaites and a substantial portion of the Pine Island catchments. Finally, we examine several scenarios that could falsely generate an increase in the radar-derived accumulation rates to assess the validity of the changes observed.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Ice-core accumulation records

We recovered three intermediate-depth ice cores, referred to as PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010, in the austral summer of 2010–2011 using the Badger-Eclipse drill provided by the U.S. Ice Drilling Program (Figure 4.1) [Medley et al., 2013]. The cores were collected in approximately 1-m long segments with a diameter of 81 mm. The core density
measurements were completed in the field for DIV2010 and THW2010 and at the U.S. National Ice Core Laboratory (NICL) in Denver, CO for PIG2010. All cores were cut at NICL and shipped to the Desert Research Institute for chemical and isotopic analysis. Water isotope ratios and more than 30 elements and chemical species were measured at high depth resolution (~1 cm water equivalent) using a continuous ice-core melter system \cite{McConnell2002, McConnell2007, Maselli2013}. While nearly all ratios exhibit pronounced annual cycles in concentration, here we used the summer maxima in hydrogen peroxide concentration, water isotope ratios, and non-sea-salt sulfur to sodium ratio to identify annual layers. Well known volcanic horizons identified by marked increases in wintertime sulfur concentration were used to verify the annual layer counting, which indicated a dating uncertainty of < 1 year.

The PIG2010 core site lies within the Pine Island catchment and is located approximately 20 km from the earlier ITASE core site 01-3 (Figure 4.1). The DIV2010 core site is located between the Pine Island and Thwaites catchments and is only 200 km from the coast. Finally, THW2010 is a high-elevation core located within Thwaites catchment close to the divide and yet relatively close to the coast. The PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 cores reach depths of 60 m, 112 m, and 62 m, respectively, which date to 1917, 1786, and 1867 (Table 4.1). We calculated annual water-equivalent (w.e.) accumulation rates by combining the annual layer thickness with the measured density profiles.

4.2.2 Radar-derived accumulation rates

We mapped near-surface internal horizons imaged using an airborne ultra-wideband frequency-modulated continuous waveform (FMCW) radar system developed by the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) to calculate accumulation rates \cite{Lewis2010, Lewis2012, Lewis2013}.
The horizons are dated at the intersection of the radar survey with the PIG2010 core site. A regional density profile, generated from the average of several profiles from the region, is used to convert two-way travel time to depth and radar-derived thicknesses to water equivalence. We use two internal reflectors to calculate accumulation rates over two time intervals from which we estimate accumulation change. Specifically, we use a shallow internal reflector from Chapter 3 and a newly mapped deeper reflector, which were dated to 1985 and 1944, respectively. We follow the methodology presented in Chapter 3 to generate accumulation rate maps from each mapped horizon. To ensure consistency, we only used accumulation measurements where both layers were mapped. Therefore, gaps in the measurements mean one or both of the layers could not be tracked with confidence. Finally, we calculated the percent change in accumulation from 1944–1984 to 1985–2009 to assess the spatial pattern of accumulation changes.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Ice-core accumulation records

When analyzing the ice core accumulation records (Figure 4.2), we consider three different time periods: the entire length of each record, 1944–1984, and 1985–2010. The latter two periods correspond to the time intervals for the radar-derived accumulation rates, which we present later. The average accumulation rates (± 1 standard deviation) over the entire record length for PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 are 0.403 ± 0.062, 0.372 ± 0.075, and 0.274 ± 0.045 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) (Table 4.1). To determine whether the recent period (1985–2010) has a higher average accumulation rate than the prior period (1944–1984), we
used a one-tailed two-sample student’s t-test to test the null hypothesis that the distributions from each interval have equal means and the alternate hypothesis that the recent mean is greater than the prior. At the 90% confidence level, we find that the mean from the recent period is higher than the mean from the prior period for all three records.

Both the DIV2010 and PIG2010 records have statistically significant positive trends over the entire length of their records, while the THW2010 record exhibits a positive, yet statistically insignificant trend. All significance tests take into account autocorrelation. From 1786 to 2010, the DIV2010 site shows a positive accumulation trend of 0.020 ± 0.015 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) per century, approximately equivalent to a 5% increase per century. Between 1918 and 2010, the PIG2010 record exhibited a larger trend of 0.072 ± 0.045 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) per century, an approximate 18% increase per century. The THW2010 record between 1867 and 2010 has a 0.003 ± 0.018 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) per century trend, which is insignificant. For comparison, the DIV2010 record has a larger, yet insignificant, trend between 1918 and 2010 of 0.042 ± 0.057 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) per century, equivalent to ~11% per century, whereas the THW2010 trend remained essentially zero.

We next explore the temporal variability of the core records and their correspondence with one another. The coefficients of variation (CV = σ / μ) over the entire record, which in this case represents the interannual accumulation variability, are 0.20, 0.15, and 0.17 for the DIV2010, PIG2010, THW2010 cores, respectively. These values do not change substantially when considering the prior and recent time intervals. The records are highly correlated with one another when considering the time interval common to all three records (1918–2010). Specifically, the DIV2010 record is significantly correlated with PIG2010 (r = 0.39, p = 0.01) and THW2010 (r = 0.48, p = 0.01), and the PIG2010 record is moderately correlated
with THW2010 ($r = 0.30, p = 0.01$). We find these coefficients vary between the time intervals of interest. Between 1944 and 1984, DIV2010 and THW2010 are highly correlated ($r = 0.63, p = 0.01$), while PIG2010 is somewhat correlated with both the former ($r = 0.34, p = 0.05$) and the latter ($r = 0.34, p = 0.01$). From 1985 to 2010, DIV2010 and PIG2010 are highly correlated ($r = 0.53, p = 0.01$) and THW2010 is no longer significantly correlated with either ($r = 0.26$ and $r = 0.30, p > 0.1$).

To determine the representative footprint of each accumulation record, we correlate the records with global reanalysis precipitation-minus-sublimation ($P-S$) products, which accurately reproduce the temporal variability in accumulation in this area [Medley et al., 2013]. The three $P-S$ products include the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts “Interim” (ERA-Interim) [Dee et al., 2011], the NASA Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [Rienecker et al., 2011] and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [Saha et al., 2010]. We only display correlations with ERA-Interim (Figure 4.3); however, the spatial patterns are essentially identical when compared to MERRA or CFSR. The DIV2010 record is moderately correlated ($r = 0.4–0.6, p < 0.1$) with nearly the entire Pine Island-Thwaites drainage area with the exception of a small sliver in northeast Pine Island. The record is highly correlated ($r > 0.6, p < 0.1$) closer to the coast. The spatial pattern from the PIG2010 record is very similar to the DIV2010 record; however, the correlation coefficients within in the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage area are larger for PIG2010 than DIV2010. The THW2010 record is only moderately correlated with the Thwaites drainage area and is not correlated with the Pine Island catchment. All correlation patterns show infiltration of moderate-to-high correlation coefficients towards the South Pole and curving northward
towards the Ross Sea. This pattern is similar to the regions of higher cloudiness and accumulation associated with frequent marine air intrusions [Nicolas and Bromwich, 2011].

4.3.2 Radar-derived accumulation rates

We calculated the 1944–1984 and 1985–2009 average accumulation rates for more than 13,000 points spaced 500 m apart over much of the Thwaites and some of the Pine Island catchment areas. The average accumulation rates (± standard deviation) for all points are $0.368 \pm 0.106$ and $0.392 \pm 0.109$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ for the prior (1944–1984) and recent (1985–2009) periods, respectively. Out of all the points, 90% show a positive change from the prior to recent period (i.e., the recent accumulation rate is greater than the prior), leaving only 10% with a negative change. The difference in the accumulation rate at a given point is considered significant if it is larger in magnitude than the root-sum-square of the accumulation rate errors for the prior and recent periods. Nearly 60% (40%) of all the points showing a positive (negative) change are significant, which means the significant positive changes outnumber the negative 14:1.

The map of accumulation change (Figure 4.4) was created by subtracting the gridded recent accumulation rates from the gridded prior rates, and the change is presented as a percentage of the prior rate. The map shows a main band of larger increases up the eastern side of Thwaites catchment area. To the west of the band is a region of insignificant change followed by another band of larger increases towards the western tip of Thwaites. The more coastal areas show a larger increase (> 14%) in accumulation, while a zone of significant accumulation decreases exists just to the east. To verify this spatial pattern, we overlaid the 1944–1984 to 1985–2009 percent change from various ice-core records. For the records that do not extend through 2009, the recent period still begins in 1985 yet extends only through
the most recent year of the record, which is 2000–2001 and 2004 for the ITASE and WAIS divide cores, respectively. Although the core spatial sampling is poor, we find that the accumulation changes found in the ice core records corroborate the changes found in the radar survey. Additionally, all of the ice-core records within the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage area showed a recent increase in accumulation (Table 4.2).

4.4 Discussion

Both the ice core and radar-derived accumulation rates indicate snow accumulation over much of Thwaites and parts of Pine Island catchments has increased from 1944–1984 to 1985–2009. A somewhat abrupt increase in accumulation between the two periods is more likely than a gradual upward trend: a transition from lower to higher accumulation occurs around 1980 in all three records (Figure 4.2). The radar data show a band of statistically significant increases up the eastern half of Thwaites with majority of the points showing increases of 6 to 10%. The pattern is clear in several different flight paths, confirming the pattern is real. The western half of Thwaites, with the exception of the westernmost tip, has experienced no significant change in snow accumulation. The portion of Pine Island, closest to Thwaites, has experienced minor to large increases as well, while the area further to the east is experiencing an accumulation decrease. This area exhibits large fluctuations in accumulation over relatively short distances, resulting from undulating topography. Any translation of the accumulation undulations will result in changes not representative of climate, but rather topography. One flight, however, does appear to show a clear decreasing signal approaching the main trunk of Pine Island glacier.

The ice-core records are significantly correlated with each other over their coincident time interval (1918–2010), but when considered over our periods of interest, an interesting
pattern emerges. During the earlier period (1944–1984), the DIV2010 record showed greater correlation with THW2010 than PIG2010. This relationship flipped in the recent period (1985–2010) when the DIV2010 and PIG2010 records correlation increased ($r = 0.53$, $p=0.05$) and THW2010 no longer was significantly correlated ($r = 0.26$, $p > 0.1$). This change could indicate changes in the common moisture pathways between the two intervals.

While the accumulation increase is spatially pervasive, we evaluate the potential impact of various assumptions made concerning our accumulation measurements to ensure that we are not falsely generating the increase. First, misinterpretation of the radar surface return could potentially bias the recent accumulation measurements. The range error, however, would have to be quite large to introduce substantial bias: thickness errors near the surface are minimized due to the low firn density. Furthermore, consistent misinterpretation of the surface return over the entire domain is unlikely. Another potential source of accumulation bias stems from errors in the horizon ages, which are determined from ice-core glaciochemical analysis. For instance, if the shallow, more recent horizon was dated too young or the deep, older horizon was dated too old, a false increase in accumulation is possible. Because the horizon ages, however, match very well at all three 2010 core sites, unless the chemical markers were consistently misinterpreted in each record, the horizons were likely correctly dated. Incorporation of a horizon age error of ± 1 year should suffice in consideration of this error. Therefore, we find that accumulation bias resulting from misinterpretation of the radar surface return and the core depth-age scale are not likely to generate a false increase in accumulation.

We also considered the potential underestimation of accumulation during the earlier period from not accounting for the thinning due to longitudinal stretching. To approximate the
thinning at depth outside of densification, we use a simple model of the vertical strain rate
[Dansgaard and Johnsen, 1969]. Using Bedmap2 ice thicknesses [Fretwell et al., 2013] and the 1944–2009 average accumulation rate, we estimated the thinning of the radar-derived thicknesses due to lateral stretching as every measurement point. The largest additional thinning experienced by the prior thickness was 2%, however, it was less than one percent for nearly 95% of all the measurements. Therefore, thinning outside of densification likely accounts for no more than 1% of the observed increase in the accumulation rate, which is not significant when compared to majority of the observed increases (Figure 4.4).

Snow accumulation from the prior interval originated further upglacier, likely at a higher elevation with a lower accumulation rate. If the accumulation gradient and surface velocity are large enough, displacement into a region of higher accumulation could result in a false increase in accumulation. Less than 5% of the radar-derived accumulation measurements are located where surface velocities exceed 100 m yr\(^{-1}\), and are mainly found along coastal trunk of Thwaites. To determine the approximate accumulation increase resulting from displacement towards the coast, we calculated the local accumulation slope from the radar-derived measurements and the distance traveled over the 34-year interval. Because the accumulation rates are time-averaged, we consider the interval between the middle of each time period (i.e., 1964 to 1997). At 100 m yr\(^{-1}\), the displacement between intervals is ~ 3.5 km, which results in a ~0.002 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) (< 1%) accumulation rate increase. At an excessive 500 m yr\(^{-1}\), we would expect an increase of 0.011 m w.e. yr\(^{-1}\) (< 2.5 %). Because of the relatively short span between intervals and the fact that velocities are very low for majority of the points, displacement likely does not contribute to the observed increases. The recent accumulation measurements from coastal Thwaites could be elevated
by a few percent, however, that contribution is relatively small considering this region experienced a large increase (> 14%) in accumulation.

Finally, we consider the impact of spatial bias in our regional density profile, which could potentially generate a false increase in accumulation if the density is too high (low) near the surface (at depth). Spatial variation in the density profile is the result of variable climate conditions, including air temperature and the accumulation rate. Here, we consider the climate scenarios necessary to decrease near surface densities and increase densities at depth, which would act to minimize the measured accumulation increases. Colder temperatures result in lower densities near the surface, however, the densities at depth are reduced as well. An empirical model of densification [Herron and Langway, 1980] found near-surface densities are not dependent on the accumulation rate while densities at depth are inversely related. Therefore, decreased accumulation alone or combined with decreased temperatures would increase the densities at depth relative to the near-surface density. Our regional density profile was generated from the average of several core-measured profiles, all of which are located at moderate-to-high elevations with moderate-to-low accumulation rates. Therefore, the regional density profile is likely more representative of relatively low temperatures and accumulation rates, which indicates our profile is likely preferentially biased towards lower near-surface densities and higher densities at depth. As a result, the density bias in warmer areas off the divides and in higher accumulation zones potentially results in recent accumulation rates that are too low and prior rates that are too high. Based on the climate conditions at the core sites, we believe that the density bias favors a decrease in accumulation in the areas of warmer temperatures and higher accumulation rates and does not generate a false increase in accumulation.
Based on these considerations, we find that the accumulation increases observed over much of Thwaites and parts of Pine Island catchments are likely climatic in origin. The increase, however, cannot be definitively associated with the observed rapid increase in air temperature. While the PIG2010 and DIV2010 cores both show statistically significant increasing trends over the length of their records, the THW2010 record contains past intervals of above average accumulation of the same magnitude as the most recent increase. The increasing trend could vary spatially, however, additional records are needed to verify the pattern in long-term accumulation changes. Nevertheless, the spatial pattern of change from 1944–1984 to 1985–2009 shows regions of significant increases in accumulation, which are confirmed with several ice-core records.

This recent increase in accumulation has important implications for the mass balance history of these glaciers, glacier dynamics, and interpretation of observed surface elevation change. When estimating past glacier mass balance, using accumulation values from current climate state would erroneously minimize mass loss. For example, Rignot [2008] used recent accumulation rates to determine Thwaites’ mass balance in the 1970s and found the glacier was losing an insignificant amount of mass (5 Gt yr\(^{-1}\)). Assuming a 5–10% decrease in accumulation, however, translates directly into additional mass loss, which increases to ~9–12 Gt yr\(^{-1}\). An increase in the mean accumulation rate would affect glacier dynamics as well, increasing the total mass in the catchment, which results in higher driving stresses, velocities, and total ice discharge. Finally, a jump in the accumulation rate should increase firn column thickness, which occurs rapidly at first but can continue for decades after the initial change [Arthern and Wingham, 1998]. Therefore, it is possible that the firn column
over much of Thwaites has been thickening since the early 1980s, which if not properly considered could mask any underlying dynamic thinning.

### 4.5 Conclusions

Ice-core and radar-derived measurements indicate much of Thwaites and parts of Pine Island catchments have experienced a significant increase snow accumulation, which is in line with the findings from Kaspari et al. [2004]. After discounting the several scenarios in which a false increase in accumulation could be generated (e.g., substantial thinning of layers due to lateral stretching, a biased density profile), we find that the accumulation increase is most likely climatic in origin. Because the ice-core records show periods of high accumulation in the past that are similar to the most recent values, it is unclear whether the increase is associated with the observed warming in the region. Consideration of this accumulation increase is necessary to fully understand the recent mass balance history and dynamic evolution of the glacier as well as to properly interpret surface elevations changes from this region.
Figure 4.1 – The locations of the 2010 cores (circles), ITASE cores (+), and deep cores (stars) in and around the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system overlaid on the MODIS mosaic and surface velocities. Elevation is contoured every 200 m with bolded contours every 1000 m.
Figure 4.2 – The annual accumulation records for the PIG2010 (top), DIV2010 (middle), and THW2010 (bottom) records. Areas shaded red (blue) indicate years when the accumulation rate was greater (less) than the 1918–2010 mean accumulation rate, which is the time interval common to all three records.
Figure 4.3 – Spatial correlation of the DIV2010 (left), PIG2010 (middle), and THW2010 (right) accumulation record with the ERA-Interim P-S product. Increasing red (blue) intensity is indicative of more positive (negative) correlations. Hatch marks represent areas that are statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.
Figure 4.4 – The percent change in accumulation rate between 1944–1984 and 1985–2009 overlaid on the MODIS mosaic. Increasing red (blue) intensity is indicative of more positive (negative) accumulation increases. The grey lines show the accumulation measurements used to generate the gridded accumulation rates. The filled circles show the 1944–1984 to 1985–2009 percent change from various ice-core records.
Table 4.1 – Summary of ice-core accumulation records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Latitude (°)</th>
<th>Longitude (°)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Velocity (m / yr)</th>
<th>Bottom Depth (m)</th>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>Accumulation Rate (m w.e. / yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIG2010</td>
<td>-77.96</td>
<td>-95.96</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>1917–2010</td>
<td>0.403 ± 0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV2010</td>
<td>-76.77</td>
<td>-101.74</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>1786–2010</td>
<td>0.372 ± 0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THW2010</td>
<td>-76.95</td>
<td>-121.22</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>1867–2010</td>
<td>0.274 ± 0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values represent the μ ± 1 σ*
Table 4.2 – Change in accumulation between 1944–1984 and 1985–2009, cores sorted by longitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Acc. Rate (m w.e. yr(^{-1}))</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1944–1984</td>
<td>1985–2009(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 01-5</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 01-4</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 01-3</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIG2010</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV2010</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 01-2</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 01-1</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 00-1</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC05Q</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC05A</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 00-4</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THW2010</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITASE 00-5</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Italicized cores are located outside of the Pine Island-Thwaites drainage system

\(^b\)The interval for the ITASE cores is 1985–2000/1 and for the WDC cores is 1985–2004
Chapter 5: Insights from Radar-Derived Accumulation

Airborne radar mapping of near-surface internal horizons has revealed spatial and temporal variations in accumulation previously unmeasured over Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers. Deriving accumulation rates using radar-tracked horizons is a more appropriate method of calculating catchment-wide accumulation than traditional methods (i.e., ice cores, stake farms) because it requires minimal field work and the data are easily collected over large areas. From the radar-derived measurements presented, we determined the recent mass balance history of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers and also investigated long-term accumulation changes. Because few spatiotemporal measurements at the regional scale exist, our measurements provide a unique means with which to test the skill of various atmospheric models, which is essential considering many studies are using model output in place of measurements.

5.1 Future accumulation radar studies

Because airborne radar systems provide excellent spatial coverage, they will likely provide the accumulation measurements for future mass balance studies elsewhere in Antarctica and Greenland. Additionally, flying multiple systems that operate over different frequency ranges (i.e., the accumulation and snow radars) at the same time will provide accumulation rates at varied temporal resolution and coverage, which is important when considering both recent and long-term changes. A system with coarser vertical resolution (such as the accumulation radar) will require independent depth-age information, yet will provide a longer record of accumulation. We found that the finer vertical resolution system (the snow radar) imaged annual horizons, eliminating the need for independent age information. While several factors influence whether the radar will find annual horizons
elsewhere, because the system is flown as part of NASA’s Operation IceBridge mission, I hope to investigate the use of this radar system in both Greenland and Antarctica. The finer vertical resolution means the accumulation record will be relatively short but possibly annual. There is also potential to use the depth-age scale derived from the snow radar system to date horizons imaged by the accumulation radar, further minimizing the need for independent field data collection. At the same time, the accumulation calculations still rely on density measurements, which could potentially limit our ability to use this radar method elsewhere where field measurements are few. Therefore, we find that although ice-core records are still valuable because they provide the age tiepoints for the radar horizons and the density information, future mass balance studies will greatly benefit from radar-derived accumulation measurements, especially from airborne systems.

5.2 The recent mass balance of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers

We found that while ice discharge from Pine Island and Thwaites has increased substantially over the past two decades, snow accumulation has not experienced a significant trend. This result confirms that snow accumulation has not been compensating the increased ice discharge from this region, which indicates an increasing contribution to sea-level rise. Because accumulation showed no trend over the past few decades, using the 1985–2009 mean accumulation rate map should provide a good approximation of annual catchment-wide accumulation, especially when integrated. Combining the radar-derived accumulation map and flux-gate discharge estimates, we find that these glaciers have contributed ~3 mm to sea level over the past two decades. The rate of contribution tripled from 0.09 ± 0.04 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the mid-90s to 0.27 ± 0.04 mm yr\(^{-1}\) by 2010. These values match well with prior studies [Rignot, 2008], however, the uncertainty has been greatly reduced.
5.3 Implications of long-term accumulation change

While no recent trend in accumulation exists, a longer-term increase was found in both the ice-core and radar-derived accumulation records. Specifically, an increase of 6% to 10% was found over much of Thwaites and part of Pine Island between 1944–1984 and 1985–2009. Based on the ice-core records, we determined that accumulation likely jumped (rather than trended) towards a higher mean around 1980. This accumulation jump suggests: (1) these glaciers might have been out of balance earlier than originally thought, (2) an increase in driving stress, resulting in increased velocities and discharge, and (3) a potential thickening of the firn column. The latter effect could mean that firn column thickening might hide any underlying dynamic thinning from this region and therefore, should be considered in interpretations of surface elevation change.

5.4 Assessment of atmospheric model skill

The accumulation measurements presented provide the means with which to test the ability of various atmospheric models in reproducing the spatial and temporal variability in snow accumulation. The observation-constrained global reanalyses reproduce the temporal variability with high fidelity, whereas the high-resolution regional climate model (RACMO2) more accurately reproduces the spatial variability. We also found that the catchment-wide accumulation rates from RACMO2 show little bias, whereas the reanalyses underestimate the total magnitude to varying degrees. Based on these findings, interpretations of glacier mass balance from surface elevation change would most appropriately account for fluctuations due to accumulation variability from the reanalysis products. When using the mass-budget method to determine mass balance, RACMO2 provides the most accurate spatial mean.
Additional regional studies of radar-derived accumulation rates elsewhere will provide more insight into these model’s strengths and weaknesses.

5.5 Summary

Studies of the spatiotemporal accumulation rate provide important information needed to precisely determine glacier mass balance using the mass-budget method as well as from interpretation of surface elevation and gravity changes. Accumulation measurements derived from airborne radar provide the spatial and temporal coverage necessary to generate an accurate spatial mean and to also investigate recent and long-term accumulation variability and trends. Based on the measurements presented here, we found that: (1) the accumulation rate is not keeping pace with the accelerated ice discharge from Pine Island and Thwaites as no accumulation increase was found over the past three decades; (2) the 1985–2009 mean accumulation is larger than the 1944–1984 mean, which might indicate these glaciers were out of balance earlier than previously thought; (3) the mass loss from these glaciers has tripled over ~15 years, resulting in a current sea-level contribution of 0.27 mm yr$^{-1}$; and (4) atmospheric models are decent replacements for actual accumulation measurements in areas where few measurements exist. Because of the copious amount of radar data collected using both the snow and accumulation radars, the methodologies here should be easily applied elsewhere to further our understanding of ice-sheet accumulation rates and mass balance in both Antarctica and Greenland.
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Appendix A

A.1 Error Analysis

Radar-derived accumulation rate measurement errors stem from the error in the time separation between each horizon and the variation in the depth-density profile. Horizons are assumed to be annually spaced, $\Delta t = 1$ year, but in reality $\Delta t$ likely varies between horizons. The radar signal is reflecting off dielectric contrasts generated by low density hoar layers and ice crusts that typically form in the summer/autumn. To account for variability in the time of horizon creation, we use an error in $\Delta t$ of ± 1 month that is assumed constant with depth. This error is independent of the error in the density profile and translates directly into an ~8.3% error in the accumulation rate. This is the largest source of error in our accumulation estimates.

We account for the impact of spatial variation in the density profile on the conversion between twtt and depth as well as the cumulative mass profile, which is dependent on the former. We take the mean of several depth-density profiles in the region and fit a simple densification model to the mean (Figure A.1). This model-fit profile is used for all accumulation calculations. It is clear from Figure A.1 that there is some spatial variation in the depth-density profile, which must be accounted for in our accumulation rate errors. The maximum variation (± 12%) in the density profile occurs near the surface and rapidly declines to ±4% at just over 7 m depth. The small variation in density profiles at greater depths indicates that this component of our error estimates will be less significant than the horizon time interval at depth. We determine the accumulation rate error resulting from regional density variation by accounting for variation in the conversion between twtt and depth, the variation in the cumulative mass profile, and digitization error. Unlike the error in
Δt, these errors are depth-dependent and thus dependent on location because horizon depth varies spatially. Therefore, we use radar-derived accumulation rate calculations at the PIG2010 site as an example.

Figure A.2 shows the relative errors resulting from the error in time horizon interval and propagating the variation in density through our radar-derived accumulation rate estimates at the PIG2010 core site. Beginning with the error in Δt, we see that the 8.3% error is constant with depth. Large regional density variation dominates the accumulation rate error near the surface. The density variation diminishes quickly with depth, and the variation in the time horizon interval dominates at just above 4 m depth. Most accumulation rate errors are less than 10% at a site, and are mainly the function of the error in Δt.
Figure A.1 – Model fit to nine depth-density profiles in the region. The grey lines are the actual raw (no smoothing applied) observations of density. The solid black line is the model fit to the mean of the profiles. The dashed black lines show the model fit to ±1σ from the mean profile, which are used to estimate the errors in our accumulation measurements. The cores used include the PIG2010, DIV2010, and THW2010 (density samples typically spaced just under 1 m apart), and the WDC05A and ITASE cores 00-2, 00-3, 01-1, 01-2, and 01-4 (density samples typically spaced about 1 m apart). Cores were selected based on length (> 50m) and spatial distribution.
Figure A.2 – Components of the accumulation rate error based on horizon depth at the PIG2010 site. The accumulation error resulting from variation in the time interval between horizons is shown by a pale blue line and is constant with depth. The accumulation error resulting from the variation in the density profile is shown by a dark blue line with x markers at each of the horizons at the PIG2010 site. The impact of density variation declines rapidly with depth and is greater than 5% for only the most recent 7 years of the record (or above 7 m depth). The green line with asterisks is the total error combining the independent errors resulting from density variations and variation in horizon time intervals. Above 4 m depth, density variability is large enough to make it the dominant source of error in the accumulation rate estimates. Below, the variation in the horizon time interval dominates. Total accumulation errors are less than 10% for much of the record.